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Senor Don Juan y Gayangos. Spain's act on the currency bill now as
Garrison, Governor Suiter's chief graft jruiiiagiug through the effects of Hans statements and shall insist that this deaths of the late Francis I. Madero
minister to the United States, will be would be if 1 gave it much longer
Albany, N. Y., Sept. 111. Governor investigator, who was sent to jail by Schmidt, confessed murderer of Anna condition is complied, it tney tall to;amj yiuP ireRlrtKiit .lose Maria Pino
the guest o the city of Santa Fe and study," said Senator Shafroth, an- - Sulzer's lawyers lost
their first fight the assembly at an early hour (his Aumiller. were strengthened todav in! furnish the statements, the penalty Suarez, were not brought about by a
of the Santa Fe Chamber of Commerce other Democratic member of the
in the high court of Impeachment to- - morning for alleged contempt of that their belief that he had planned other provided in the statute is a fine of $50 punishable crime, according to a deon Saturday night, October 4 and Suncision pronounced by the military
day when the four senators challenged body in refusing to answer questions, murdciB by finding comnleto sets of to 10u and ninety days m jau.
"I believe congress should dispose by the defense were permitted to reday, October 5.
The labor commissioner said he court here today.
counsel today to bring action health department blanks necessary
engaged
The minister, who is soon to be- o( it before the next regular session tain their seats.
The investigation lasted six months.
His lawyers to dispose of six bodies, from death had not given up hope of averting the
looking to his release.
threatened strike of coal miners, and It was started Vy the military comcome an ambassador, will stop at begins."
The vote, which was on the question will confer tonight and make some certificates to undertakers permits.
President. Wilson's conference last of whether the court should entertain move in court tomorrow.
Santa Fe on his way back to WashingSuch blanks are issued by the de- - that he would continue to woik ioi mandant of the federal district, Immetlie BtrlUe actually negmB. diately on the conclusion of the ten
ton from San Diego, where he will rep- night with Senator Iteed, on of the the challenge, was unanimous against
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City last February, which resulted in
whose clerical name was "Junipero." versely, will be followed, It is expect- RaniBperger and Sanner, did not vote. his 'illegal incarceration." The as- them was unknown.
Will Hear Delegates' Report.
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ifornia missions. He founded the first position to the measure or criticized of impeachment was begun.
ed to order at 2 o'clock. It seemed al- Schmidt in counterfeiting operations, immediately norm or i oiorauo epi nigs the permanent military tribunal, which
of the missions in California at San its vital features. With the aid of
Although presiding Judge Cullen had most impossible to secure the neces- Inspector Faurot, head of the detec- will hold a meeting this evening to continued the examination of witnesshear the report of the local delegates es. Among inose caneu uy mc tuui .
Secretary McAdoo, the president will the right to decide the question of sary quorum for the passage of the tive bureau, had this to say:
Diego in 1769.
The unveiling ceremonies take place endeavor to overcome some of their qualifications of senators for holding additional articles ' of impeachment
to give evidence was Major Francisco
"I have learned that Dr. Muret was to the Trinidad convention.
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fifty."
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AT GALVESTON SETTLED.
'
request you that
The attitude of the United States
transferred them to the New Kngland the family around It.
the articles preferred shall be taken iwounned woman
our behalf that you put us at the comGalveston, Texas. Sept. 19. An bvfor the next few weeks is likely to b
com-un-.
The
latter
who
nresident
of
the
company.
court,
the
m
Navigation
i,nrtlnD'
ambassathe
mand of his excellency,
agreement to end the dock workers'
that of an Interested spectator, wlt'i
over CONFEREES GETTING TOdor, and say for our part that we
strike here, affecting 3,500 men, was on each of the articles as it shall be About four o'clock this morning Jack pany subsequently turned them
GETHER ON TARIFF BILL. John Llnd being retained at Vera
his
pres- reached at a conference of all labor separately read by the clerk, shall, Ricks, night watchman in a neighbor- to the Billard company, which
ourselves honored with
Cruz, however, to show the world gen
ence in this his home and in the city unions involved this afternoon. The with its number, propose to each ing garage heard uncertain noises out- owned by the New Haven road.
Washlneton. D. C. Sept. 19 Two erally that the United States stands
Well, then," said Commissioner
that one day was the Spanish viceroy-shi- agreement will be submitted to the member of the conrt, in alphabetical side his office window and found Mrs.
to assist in the situation by
and seat of said government and several unions for ratification.
order, the question: 'Senator, (or Coulson barely conscious. She told Anderson, "if we authorize this bond important steps toward completing the ready
pacific means if its friendly offices are
Jadge) how say you, is the respondent her name, muttered that she knew issue to cover floating indebtedness s tariff bill were made today when the
request that with the help of God you
Democratic conferees dpcided to re-- : desired
will bring him to our midst and allow Saturday, and will be met by a motor guilty or not guilty, as charged in the who Rhot her. and lansed into uncon which would include the New Haven
'
tsiin a moderate duty on angora goat
article of imneachment.' Kach mem- .rlmKnesK
(holdings in the Billard company
to
ub the honor to be at his services and 'containing officials selected
Dissension In Sonora.
'come him. A motor trip will be ar- - ber of the court when so questioned,! Ricks followed the trail of blood tc (would not our act be a defiance of thehair and mohair and to free list ferro
Mexico City. Sept. 19. Dissension
ore.
courts?
manganese
in
a
answer
a
and
hall
shall
rise
block
his
and
Atlas
the
also
and
dinner
for
a
garage,
place
CELSO
Sunday
LOPEZ,
(Signed)
ranged
The senate gave way today in its de-- ! among the leaders of the rebels In the
Counsel '(for the railroad argued
Mayor of the City of Jat which covers will probably be laid 'Guilty' or 'Not Guilty' and the presi- away and found the bodies of the two that under the
laws of Connecticut the mand for snecific rates in the silk state of Sonora is crowing. All are
Santa Fe.
in sufficient number to meet the gas- - dent of the court shall also give his men. Bottles of beer, some of them Ipn.il
tn nhtfiin RnlP mmmnnfi of the.
moo norn.itioH t
ntnrk nf or.li ttUi lowinc n ilpfinito. itiltv nn
Itric needs of those selected to enter- vote on each article, either 'Guilty' opened, and partly empty, showed how
FACUNDO ORTIZ, Secretary
to a report
he Pach pound of imported silk products. rebel forces, according
in- other corporations
therefore,
and,
when
or
been
had
'Not
and
roll
the
call
the
when
engaged
on
Limited.
party
Guilty'
Travels
tain the diplomat.
assume The ad valorem plan proposed by the sent here today by Adolfo Olivares.
"the
commission
said,
might
on
shall
be
each
the
the
take
will
received
to
advices
completed
terrupted.
The minister
charge,
again
here,
According
from his that the railroad company had carried house was adopted with slight reduc- Coulson was estranged
the Spanish minister will reach Lamy Limited Sundav night at Lamy, rei'tions on certain articles.
out the mandate of the court."
(Continued on page five).
wife.
8
on
page eight).
(Continued
on the Limited shortly after p. p. turning to Washington.
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Falls And Breaks Leg.
relief at the hands of the companv
David Cartwright, machinist, fell
physician, he was placed on board No.
this morning from the deck of an enand taken to the Las Vegas hospital.
For Mayr's Wonderfud Stomach
Ivy
gine on which he was working, break- The injury was a very painful one and
Remedy,
ing his left leg just above the knee will require a number of weeks of
Hannibal, Mo., Sept. IS. Using the
"How tha n k f u
and sustaining minor injuries about nursing before the patient an be out
Mark Twain cave as their rendezvous
we are to you for the head. After receiving temporary of bed. Raton
Keep Your Blood Pure and and storing their plunder thfe, fivj
Range.
getting a hold of
Hannibal boys, ringleaders ot a gang
Danger will be
your Wonderful
of youthful robbers, confessed to a
Avoided.
Remedy. My wife
series of many robberies committed
could not have had
in and near Hannibal during the last
but a short time to
three or four years.
live if she had not
The value of the plunder they Btole
taken your Woin the three years is estimated, at $4,- nderful Remedy
001) by the prosecuting
attorney H.
Clay Heather. i
when she did. One more of those
They defended the cave in bandit paroxysm pains she was having would
fashion, having four stolen automatic have killed her without a dcubt. Now
pistols in reauiness to battle with the she is free from all pain, free from
police should they discover lheii'
art trouble and free from that disauoue. mey uvea in ine cave several tri,in.r 'pnralE a all the results oi
jdays at a time feasting on canned l'.te treatments and the expulsion of
All Blood ninordem nif Knocked Out jgoods and fruits which they had stolen. live or six hundred Gall Stones. Now
hj S. S. S.
jThey called each other nicknames in t.he is able to eat anything she wants
clear-in- s
the pirate style, as did Tom ' Sawyer nd her appetite is good and before
Strolling through the woods or fisherbrush, picnickers, hunters,
:and "lluck" Finn in Twain's book.
IPEEOHSTE
'.. king
your medicine she had no ap-- I
men look out for poison ivy. Anil in
After robbing freight cars on the elite and when she ate anything she
the meantime keep your blood pure by
suffer death for so doing and
using S. S. S. If your skin is rouBh jAVabash siding at Shepard, 111., across
with eczema, pimples or any other the river from Hannibal, they would
not
lid
sleep at night; since taking
i".
fine
the
S.
S.
S.
stimulates
eruption,
network of blood vessels in the skin to hide the stolen merchandise in the ;.i nr treatment she sleeps well all
would
i
woods until
when they
dry up and heal all Hure Hpots.
ght long." T. A. Neall, Roanoke,
It take it to the night,
S. S. S. will do this positively.
cave, conveying it across Texas.
dominates the principle of osmosis, the river in a skiff.
The numerous
The above letter should convince
stimulates the cells of the skin to select
their own nutriment from the blood, robberies have baffled the police for you more than anything we could say
wonderthe
PHONE 85 MAIN.
made pure and healing by
three years as the boys were too clev- iii behalf of Mayr's Wonderful Stomfaful medicinal Ingredients of thisremIT
er and rarely left any clews. About ach Remedy.
Sufferers should try
It is a safe
WHOLESALE
mous blood purifier.
edy, as it contains no minerals, and yet a week ago the boys took nearly a me dose of this Remedy one dose
AND RETAIL
its action is a marvel.
thousand dollars worth of shoes and hould convince them that they can
You can set S. 8. S. in any druir
to the cavern. All of these c restored to health. Nearly all
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
store, but insist upon having It. The tobacco
Swift Laboratory in AtlantH, Ga pre- articles have been recovered.
SAWED WOOD
Stomach Ailments are caused by the
CERR1LLOS LUMP
A short time ago a detective of the
pares this famous blood purifier, and
of the intestinal tract with
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
you should take no chance bya. permit- Wabash Railroad found a shirt of a clogging
substimucoid and catarrhal accretions
to recommend
anyone
ting
SIZES.
ALL
had
in
been
texture
a
car
is
that
ANTHRACITE COAL,
peculiar
And If your blood condition
tute.
poisonous fluids into the Stomsuch that yoti would like to consult a reubed. This shirt furnished a clew
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
ach and otherwise deranging the dispecialist freely, address the Medical
white! later resulted in the arrest of
gestive system. Mayr's Wonderful
Dept.. The Swift Specific Company, 186 Inihoff. Yates was
caught at
Swift BlilK.. Atlanta, Cia,
Stomach Remedy painlessly removes
Ja., while the other three boys these accretions without a surgical
were apprehended here. Four memand puts an end to Colic At- j
bers of the gang still are at liberty. operation
THE DAIRY COW IS
lacks, Gases in the Stomach and Intestines and all of the usual sympIN UALLEYTOSTAY
toms of Stomach, Liver and Intestinal
FIREMAN BITTEN
Ask your druggist about
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
RESCUING WOMAN Ailments.
Deming. N. M.. Sept. 19. This is
Mayr's Wonderful Stomach Remedy
and
the
at
big
Mingling Day
Deming
or send to Geo. H. Mayr, Mfg. Chem'The Wesl Point of the Southwest.
(show was greeted with a tremendous
Detroit, Sept. IS. Two women nar- ist, 154 Whitting St., Chicago, 111., for
jtrrong, special delegations coming rowly escaped with their lives, and f'.ee booklet on Stomach Ailments and
Ranked as "Distinguished
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHfrom Silver City, Santa Rita, Hurley, Lieutenant Cronin of Fire
Engine
many grateful letters from people who
"
U
S.
the
Institution
by
Columbus, Lordsburg and all the other
in
bitten
No. 8,was
the right leg bave been restored.
ODS, Electricity plays a most imporoutlying suburbs of the Mimbres val- by a dog when he entered a burning
War Department.
For sale in Santa Fe, by Butts'
tant part. The grandfather would
ley metropolis.
house at 55 Baker street, to rescue Drug Store, West Side of Plaza.
Locaicd tn the beautiful Peeoi
C. Ames, a prominent creamery
Roy
V alley, 3,700 feetabove sealevet,
one of the women who had fainted.
be amassed at the radiance of the modman from Phoenix, Ariz., is in the city
unshlne every day. Open air
The woman who fainted is Mrs. K. THE
ern home and why all this light? To
work throughout the entire sestoday for the purpose of establishing Sprenger, who owned the house. She
WORKERS TO MEET
sion.
Conditions (or physical
a creamery, and will confer with the lived
in an apartment on the second
make the home more homelike to make
and mental development are
board of directors of the Mimbres Val- floor with Miss Mimie Huhnholz. Both
State College, Sept. 19. W. T. Con
'SSLf
IDEAL such as cannot be found
0
next
Inc.,
Farmers
association,
ley
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
women were sleeping
when
pede way, director of extension of the New
elsewhere in America. FourSaturday. The subject of the dairy
saw smoke coming from the Mexico State College, has received a
teen officers and instructors, all
for father, mother and children. Good light
cow has come to stay in this region,
apartment of the first floor occupied letter from John Hamilton, farmers'
graduates from standard Eastcan
and the sooner the milk products
Ten buildings,
ern colleges.
that is easy on the eyes Is very much to be
by Frank Tash.
institute specialist of the United
bf.modern In every respect.
manufactured, into butter, the
When the women were awakened States department of agriculture, andesired.
sooner the farmers will reap the re thp house wns flllprl with smoke and
Becents
the coming meeting of
ward. Mr. Ames is very much im-- they could not escape down the front nouncing
E. A. CAHOON. President.
workers from all
institute
farmers'
pressed with the idea, and it is cer- stairway. Mrs. Sprenger, who has over the United States at Washington,
j. E. RHEA, Treasurer.
will
one
else
some
or
he
tain
that
WHITE.
P.
Huhnholz
Miss
J.
heart trouble, fainted,
10th to 12th next.
start the industry in the very near fu- ran down the rear stairs and when the D C, on November
JOHN W. PO, Secretary.
of men represents an imW. A. F1NLAY.
ture. D. B. Higgins, of Denver, Colo., fire department arrived told Lieuten This body
movement in the farming in,
is also collecting data for the same ant Cronin a woman was lying uncon- portant
r For particular and Illustrated
of the country and has been
dustry
abundant
has
and
capital scious upstairs.
purpose,
address,
rapidly in size and importbeck of him for as large an enterprise
Lieutenant Cronin ran up the stairs growing
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.
as he would care to establish. There and a dog owned by Mrs. Sprenger, ance during the past few years.
are a large number of silos being con- who was overcome by the smoke, at- American farmers are realizing that
and farm
structed in this vicinity, and many tacked him, Lieutenant Cronin beat the farmers' institute worker
most Important
others will be completed this fall. the dog off and kicked horn down stairs demonstrator are the
IS QUITE SO
factors of progress on the farm and of
They are mostly of the underground and then carried Mrs. Sprenger to
are
workers
these
and
as
to touch the button and
uplift,
general
type and are built to hold from 25 to safety.
Lieutenant Cronin's injured
constantly finding that their work is
175 tons of silage. The immense corn
and
was
is ready to cook your
a
cauterized
surgeon
by
leg
being made easier by the spirit in
crop and the large acreage of maize he returned to work.
with
the
farmers
which
Iron
ready to use, your toasted
and cane make the silo a very desir
them. At the coming meeting of the
able adjunct to the farm. Deming has
$100 Reward, $100.
Association of Farmers' In- ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuArnpri(,a
a contractor now who makes it his ex- e
of this paper will
readers
The
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
gtitute Workers the following
elusive business to build underground
to learn that, there is at leas; ems will be discussed:
a
can
constructed
be
at
which
silos,
ROUND TRIP EXCURSION FARE
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatlone dreaded disease that Rcience has
lHt
Institute Organization and
very moderate cost.
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
been able to cure in all Its stages, and vethods
O. C. Hlnman drove from Silver City
is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure w
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
2nd. Institute Lecturers.
to Deming this morning in the very 'that
cure now known to
with other Educa3rd.
brief period of two hours and five the only positive
day and night' Estimates and full informedical fraternity. Catarrh being tional Agencies.
minutes. He says the coming road the
mation cheeerfully given.
R
disease, requires
4th. Movable School of Agriculture.
race on September 21st has stimulat-- ja constitutional treatment.
Hall'a
constitutional
In5th.
Girls'
and
Industrial
Boys
ed the putting in repair of that part
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, act stitutes.
of the Borderland route running bo-ing directly upon the blood and mu6th. Women's Institutes; and in adtween Deming and Silver City.
cous surfaces of the system, there- - dition to the
general sessions there
are
now
active
very
Photographers
ACCOUNT OF
by destroying the foundation of the will be four groups of Bpecial sessions
making pictures of the ripening Mim- disease,
and giving the patient that will go into the details of exten
bres valley crops.
strength by building up the constitu
H. B. Tyson, of Emmettsburg,
la., tion and assisting nature in doing Us sion work.
COLORADO-NE- W
is spending a few days with his sister,
Following the meeting of the
vork. The proprietros have so much
Institute Workers, the Association
Mrs. Paul J. Case.
Mr. Tyson is an
in its curative powers that they of American
faith
Agriculture Colleges and
expert chicken fancier, and Is inves- offer One Hundred Dollars for any
tigating conditions in this valley case that it falls to cure. Send for list Experiment Stations will hold its an
nual gathering on November 12th,
relative to the starting of an industry ot testimonials.
aiso ai wasmngion. it is expectea
of this character.
He has looked the
ToAddress F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
trat the New Mexico State College
gtound over and believes the condi ledo, Ohio..
will be represented by a delegation at
TO EASTFRN POINTS VIA
tlons very favorable. He has noted
Date of Sale, Sept. 21 to 25,
inclusive.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
both of these meetings.
the experience of others who have
New Mexico Central and El Paso & Southwestern.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
made a great success here and proReturn Limit, Sept. 29th.
ID
poses to be governed accordingly.
nun rr m PinnnPDnCT V IIwt iNfl DFTIIRM
...., 117
OMIln IX IV utuouunui i,
t
The K) Paso Herald has been placed
upon the library table of the Deming HERE WE GO STILL
high school, and is a very welcome
HIGHER SKYWARD
visitor.
G. H. Brooks, a prominent real es- 244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.
tcte man of Plainvlew, Texas, is
Washington, D. C, Sept. 19. The
spending a period in the Mimbres val- startling increases in the cost of food
on
behalf
of himself and a num products to the consumer within the
ley
ber of friends. He is very much past 23 years was graphically shown
& S.
pleased with the possibilities and con in a tabulated report last night by the
ditions.
bureau of labor statistics. This tablo
TIME TABLE
chronicles an increase during that
period of from 2S.6 per cent on flour to To
'REGGIE LOSES A
Effective January 1st, 1913.
cent on bacon.
128:5
BET ON THE BOAR The peronly American commodity on
Leave Santa Fa 8:10 a. m. to conand Full Information Call On or Address
the American table which was shown
nect with No. 3 westbound and
New Bedford, Mass., Sept 19. Jack to have declined in price was sugar,
T.. F. & P. Airt.. N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
r.iRSON.
i
No. 10 eastbound.
has
Stafford, a Fall river cotton broker upon the Wilson administration
G. Pass. Agt., E. P- - & 5., LL PASU, I fcA.
EUGENE
FOX,
cr
and horse fancier, won a $1,000 bet centered its fight for free trade. This
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
m.
from "Reggie" Vanderbilt by leading article decreased S per cent
A comparison of the retail prices
;his prize wild boar around the horse
No. 3 carries passenger! to Albujshow arena at the New England cat-- j June 15, 1913, in 40 widely distributed
querque, locally, and to Pacific
tie fair at Lincoln park.
cities of the United States, with the
Coast points.
Vanderbilt "jollied" Stafford about average prices in the same cities for
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to conhis pri7P pig" and finally said:
to
shows
1S90
1899,
a
period,
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
"Bet you a thousand you haven't the following advances:
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
nerve enough to lead him around the
round
steak,
Bacon, 128.5 per cent;
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
arena for the crowd to see."
102.5 per cent; hens, 7G.S per cent;
Valtrain for Clovls and Vecos
"You're on," shouted Stafford, "Get rib roast, 75.5 per cent; cornmeal, 57.3
ley points.
your check book out."
per cent; buter, 41.3 per cent; milk,
Stafford had the boar brought to the S8.4 per cent; pork chops, 111 per
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
THE ONE BIG FAIR THAT
arena door, Stafford took a good grip cent; smoked hams, S4.5 per cent; sir
m.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
on the halter and led the brute around loin steak, 75.2 per cent; lard, 66.5
conm.
6:20
to
Fe
Leave
Santa
p.
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
ALWAYS
MAKES GOOD !
the arena while 15,000 spectators ap- per cent; potatoes, 44.4 per cent;
nect with No. 7 westbeund carplauded.
No.
El
eggs, 40.8 per cent; flour, 28.6 per
Paso
also
sleeper,
rying
Stafford went back to "Reggie"' and cent
4 eastbound.
Telephone 9 W
104 DON GASPER ST.
collected the thousand.
In prices of
Increase
The
average
SPORTS
PREMIUMS
1:36
Santa
Fa
PURSES
arrive
p.
Returning,
food June 15, 1913, was 59.2 per cent
X
GOOD CROWDS
GOOD RACES
EXHIBITS
above the average price of food dur-- 1 ' Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to conr
i'eave
1890
to
the
1S99,
period,
ing
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
3.3 per cent over the price June 15,i
DISCHARGES
A
YOU
No. 9 westbound.
1912, and 14.4 per cent above the
BELIEVED IN
prices of June 15, 1911.
ONE FARE FOR THE ROUND TRIP,
Returning, arrive Santa Fa 11:36
24 HOURS
These estimates were taken in the
a. m.
Each Can- leading cities in every section of the
'j h n
i
MlDVl
snle
bears
Write for a Premium List to
country.
for
Call
the name la V
Day or Night Phone, 130 Maia.
license Nombers, It-:
BawtufttmnitiftUi
NEW
ALBUQUERQUE,
:
MEXICO.
Postoff Ice.
Door
to
Next
FRJX A. STCXTZ, HANGER,
Ads always
Want
New
Mexican
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bring results. Try It
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county district court. Judge Medler
sentenced Moya to serve not less than
130 nor more than vfli years in the
state penitentiary, fallowing bis plea
o' guilty to murder In the second de--

NEW MAYOR OF NEW YORK ON THE JOB

Sure

Be

gree.

You're Right

PAGE THREE

PR1NCPIALS IN SENSATIONAL OHIO

INTERESTING
PERSONALITIES

BLACKMAIL CASE

i

.Moya shot and allied his wife, at
their ranch near I'rogresso, Torrance,
county, the night of July 5. He fled
jtil'trr the shooting, but was captured
si vera! (lays later by tip- sheriff of the
county unti brought to the county jail
here, lie is a man about 28 years old
and the sentence means he will die In
ipiison, unless lie is pardoned.
Judge .Medler explained his reason
fur giving Moya such a sentence by
stilting that Inasmuch us the statutes
prevented the administering of a "life
sentence,'' it does not forbid a judge
giving a murderer any number of
years he may see lit. Therefore, be- cause of the
nature of
.Moya's crime and to insure he would
spend the balance of his days in the
'"
penitentiary he gave him the sentence
Trie senTenclng
already menUonefl.
of a murderer to ninety nine years in
prison was based on no set rule of
When "Boomer" Weeks, chief of
law, Judge Medler said, and in the
fire department, was
ct.se of a young man did not usually Spokane, Wash.,
mean a life sentence, since a convict' a few years younger he is not middle
gets six months off of each year after aged by a long ways Spokane called
the first live years, and is allowed in jhim her greatest athlete. Weeks was
addition, ten days off each month itjnn nf
,,pst Rfimi.n,.nfssi()ai box- he is employed on the stato roads.
in the vicinity. When going to a
eis
This cuts down such a sentence to
fire in winter of summer Weeks is
about thirty-fivyears.
to be seen in shirt sleeves.
generally
Moya. when sentenced, displayed no
emotion. He will be taken to Santa He weighs nearly 223 pounds, and
Fe tomorow to begin serving the
among the many athletes in the fire
department he is the "big b06s."
j
j

j

About
Coffee

Getting up is only

get-

ready for coffee.
Getting the coffee is really the start of the day.
ting

cup of good coffee
pushes away the cobwebs. Then, why risk
a poor start with uncerA

n

tain quality?

Moreys

Solitaire,
Coffee
is always good.
Get
that ? It is always good.

it

e

Slowly aged and ripened
in Colorado air, it devel-

ops its full

j

j

flavor.

Roasted only a little at a
time, it is always fresh.
Blended to meet a standard flavor, it is always
uniform.
Solitaire Tea
Solitaire Spicei
Solitaire Olivet
Solitaire Jelly

ti

MRS. MAllOAKT

of

CARTKlt,

The two were friends. Mra. Carte.r
of respectable family, in good SOher
ci;ty. and Miss Huntington,
friend, is the wealthiest heiress o
Klyria. Mrs. Carter collapsed when
arrested on a charge of misusing the
mails.

LIIis

"The Best the Grocer

Mayor Ardolph L. Kline, Who Became Executive of New York on the
Death of the aLte Mayor Gaynor. Mayor Kline was
of the
Board of Aldermen and Succeeded John Purroy Mitchell as President When
the Later Resigned. On the Death of William Gaynor, Mayor Kline, Who
Lives in Brooklyn, Automatically Became the Executive of the Metropolitan City. The Photograph Was Made When Kline Became Mayor. He is
IViarried and has a Married Daughter.

A.

Klyria, O., and (at top) MISS
MAN HUNTINGTON ' from whom
nhe is accused of trying to extort $11000
by threatening to prevent her v.d- ding to a Cleveland man.

Can Deliver. ' '
THE MOREY
MERCANTILE CO.
Denver, Colo.

QUAINT CUSTOMS OF THE WORL'O QUEER

PEOPLE
will be consummated within the very

take immediate steps to have the line near future.
ROSWELL HEARS
extended from Torrance to Roswell.
OF COMING SALE
Negotiations for the purchase of
OF N. M. CENTRAL this road by the syndicate of men MURDERER IS
headed by Colonel Hopewell have been
GIVEN 150 TO
It was learned here today that ar- in progress for some time and recent160 YEARS (N PEN
ly Mr. Hopewell and others came to
for the

HUMAN

BEINGS IN INDIA WORSHIP A MONKEY-GOAND
POEM ABOUT HIM 24,000 VERSES LONG.

HAVE

j
)

-

rangements

purchase of the
New Mexico Central railroad by a party of railroad men had been completed
and that the necessary financial arrangements to put the deal through
had been consummated, says the
Record. With this purchase actually completed the railroad men will
Ros-we-

!

fr

Roswell to look over the situation
here. It was decided some time ago
to make the purchase if satisfactory
financial arrangements could be made
and according to the information re- ceived here today by a prominent Ros
well man there is no longer any difficulty on this score. It is expected that
the deal for the purchase of the road

i

j

i

Estancia,
Sept.
tence without parallel in
annals of New Mexico was
here yesterday to Justlano
Jndge Edward h. Medler,
over the fall term of the
N. M.,

The 33rd Annual

A

19.

sen- -

i

j

the court
meted out
MISS CONSTANCE CIjARK, ENGLAND'S PRETTIEST (MRU AND (AT
MAR BIX, FRENCH BEAUTY CONTESTANT.
presiding LEFT) MLLE. SIMONE
Torrance
France and England have kissed and girls the learned judges could not debecome real good friencs again. It cide, so they just naturally declared
all happened at the international it a tie and the "deadly" rivals
beauty pageant, held at Kolkstone, promptly fell Into each other's arms
and kissingly congratulated
England, the other' day.
Miss Constance Clark was declared
liut there were no smacks for the
by the expert beauty judges to be the
and
Mile,
judges!
prettiest English girl,
the best looking And this is important there was
Mareix,
French girl girls from other Euro not an American girl entered jn this
peau countries took third and lower beauty contest.
If there had been there might have
przes
But between the French and English been no tie for first prize!

Moya, by

INewM WVI vv U ItllWl till I

tuc rnrvnmuTe
niDcnc
LUfiL ur mi. ruuiLiumo

i

ALBUQUERQUE
October 6, 7, 8,3, 10, 11, 1913.1
t

An immense display of Farm Products, Horses, Mules, Cattle,
bheep, Swine, Poultry and Pet Stock, Vegetables, Fruits,
Grains and Grasses, Farm Machinery, Wagons, Automobiles, Carriages, Buggies, Merchants' Displays, Musical Instruments, Flowers, Fancy
Work, Pictures and Household Articles.

A.

I
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S

W
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II
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Our next "World Custom" will tell how the mothers of Palestine ward
off the evil eye from their babies.

Spirited Speed Contests, Base- -

Iball

I' MAN".

HAN"

Here is a picture of one of the great deities of heathen India.
He is Hanuman, the monkey-god- ,
and he is much worshiped by tb.9 human beings of the far east.
The heroic acts of Hanuman are told about In a great Indian eplo poem
called the "Ramayana," and even the little boys and girls of east India
know his exploits by heart.
The "Ramayana," which is held in practically the same esteem as our
verses. Some of its followers
bihle, consists of seven books in about
can recite them all.
The goods of heathen India seem to be the queerest gods of all the
human family. Many animals are deified, such as the elephant and the
cow, and worshiped along with Hanuman, the monkey-god- ,
by the people
of the country.

MICHIGAN

Every Day, Automobile and Motor- -

VETERAN
WINS FOOT RACES.
i

cycle Races, Carnival and Confetti J En-- !

Chattanooga, Tenn., Sept. 19. Col.
J. U Smith, aged 69, of Detroit, Mich.,
this afternoon retained the Grand
Army of Republic speed champion- ship title by winning a sprint and a
long distance race from seven challingers. The Michigan champion took
file one hundred and forty yard dasn
ir the remarkable time of 17 seconds,
Ti
the gruelling two and one half
mile contest. Colonel Smith crossed
the tape three hundred yards ahead
of H. G. Barnes, aged C8, of Pitts- burgh, Pa. The time was 16 minutes,
Hi seconds.
Meredith Wolfe, aged SO of Chat-tanooga, broke through the barrier
MRS. A. W. SCOTT AS MARY MAGDALENE.
on a false start, just preceding the
first race. The Confederate veteran
poor children.
San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 19.
was speeding swiftly around the
Mrs. Scott has received innumerHome ties are stronger than the lure
track when called back by his'nion
of the stage to Mrs. A. V. Scott, wife able offers from theatrical managers.
we reu uname to start
fomrau.
the
are
ties
than
home
stronger
o' a San Francisco millionaire, who "My
agaln- has just starred in Maeterlinck's fa- lure of the stage," she lias told all of
Col. D. w. Howe, aged "0, of Port
mous play "Mary Magdalene," which them. As an actress she is declared Huron, Mich., took' third honors in
was presented to raise money for tc be the equal of many famous stars. bcth races.

a department store delivery wagon
station on the west side, were found
yesterday in the possession of Watson
Smith, an employe, who is under af

-

tertainment for

all.P

Write for Premium List to
4

rRANK A. STORTZ, Mgr.J
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO.

ROBBERS PUT
GOLD IN HIS POCKET.
Chicago, Sept. 19. Gold coin to the
amount of $15, believed by the police
to be part of the money stolen by
the four bandits who shot and killed
Michael Waschuk, a wagon washer,
and escaped with about $2,600 from
CLAIMS

i

j

othM
Smfth
)e Md
Pmt,i0yeR of the delivery station were
bound and tied with ropes by the four
robbers.
The prisoner told the police the
robbers put the gold pieces in hla
pocket after he had told them he was
in hard luck and nepded money,
-

FRA2ER KNOCKS OUT HAGEN

in SECOND ROUND
wiB gept. 9.Billy
Ffmd du
;Fra7,er of Qskosh, knocked out Fred- of chioaco, in the seca
i6ie a
bout here last
of a
j round
night. The men were to fght at 1".
pounds, but Frazer was twelve pounds
'overweight.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1913.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

PAGE FOUR

Mr. Stafford, I must be going. You
will want these letters the first thing
in the morning?"

PQftTIN

"Very well," smiled Stafford, "we'll
consider business over for the day.
jUut tomorrow tomorrow I'll have a
'little surprise for you. Please say you
iwill do what I ask tomorrow."
to
6
11,
inclusive,
buqiierque October
"What will it be?"
fair
the
of
it will not be the fault
"Wait and you will know all about
have
These boosters
management.
it in time."
the
hung around blue tags advertising
He reached out his hand.
fair on everything with wheels in the
"Good afternoon," she said.
entire state and many coat lapels are
"No, Miss Blaine, just au revoir."
today bearing the adornment as well.
(To be Continued).
An inspector will make the rounds
in a week or so looking after the
HYLAND AND SHUGRUE BOX
posting of this large lot of paper and
TEN ROUNDS TO A DRAW.
blue
the
tags
and
hangers
distributing
Denver, Sept. 18. "Fighting Dick'"
mentioned.
Another advertising feature which 'viand of San Francisco, and "Young
- wToe"
ir.
Shugrue of Jersey City, went ten
receiving great attention particurounds to a draw with
whirlwind
con-who
of
those
on
the
part
larly
all the way. Hy- the
land
aggressor
stock
of
some
their
entering
at tne nmsn
was
:nd
the
stronger
the
is
fair
in
the
or produce
premium
was
electrifying at
speed
this
of
Shugrue's
list. Manv thousand copies
continual
boring in of
but
the
times,
have
fair
of the
already
esterner
the
up per- slowed
are
more
Hyland
been distributed and many
the
aggresshowed
comHyland
ptibly.
fair
stacked in the office of the
he is noted, nev- mission awaiting the letters asking sive tactics for which
allowing his younger and more
for them, which are daily pouring in.
opponent to get set. It was a
The premium list gives all, the Infor
h1 workout for Hyland, who Is on
mation needed to enter anything in fi"
way to Ilutte to fight the British
the competitions as well as all the
minion, Freddie Welsh, on October

WHOA! SOMEBODY CATCH THOSE RUNAWAY SENATORS QUICK!
TO UPSET
SENSATIONAL DASH OF WASHINGTON TEAM, LED BY CLARKE GRIFFITH, THREATENS
LEAGUE. CLEVELAND'S COLLAPSE AND WASHINGTON'S
ALL THE FORM CHARTS IN AMERICAN
SPRINT SURE TO LAND GRIFFITH CLOSE TO CONNIE MACK'S ATHLETICS.

1

!

hand-boo-

k

BASEBALL

At Toledo
0
St. Paul
3
Toledo
Karger and Miller; George and
ler.

j

Standing of the Clubs.
National League.
VVou
92

Club
New York

SO

Philadelphia
Chicago
Pittsburg
Boston
Brooklyn
Cincinnati
St. Louis
Club
Philadelphia
Cleveland
Washington
Boston
Chicago
Detroit
New York
St. Louis
.

. .

"9
73
5

0s
til

....48
. .

Yon
...90
82

;

Lost

Pet.

44
51
61
65

.677
.011
.564
.529
.437
.433
.424
.338

7G

76
S3
94

At Indianapolis
Minneapolis
IisdianapoliB

Flene, Mogridge, Burns
deau; Burk and Casey.

4

9 1
Bass-- I

8 14 2
3 9 1
and Ron-

Yesterday's Games.
Reports of games received too lato
fo rpublication in yesterday's
New
Mexican:
Pet. .
National League.
At Chicago Second Game
.648
.C77 Boston
3 7 0
.567 Chicago
.0 9 .3
Hess and Rariden; Vaughn, Stack
.525,
.507 'and Archer.
American Association.
.440'
At Milwaukee Second Game
.370;
1
4 11
36S Louisville
4 6 1
Milwaukee
Woodburn and Severoid, Clemons:
Pet. Powell and Hughes. (Called end of
.587 eighth darkness).
'

Lost

'

4fl'
60

80

61

72
73
62
51

65

53

91

'

j

;

71
79
S7

American Association.
Won Lost
Club
91
64
Minneapolis
5S2
89
64
Milwaukee
89
66
.574
Columbus
83
70
.544 LITTLEFIELD
Louisville
.461
73
85
St. Paul
ADMITS HE IS ON
Thoro nre nrizes for everything andjo'b.
.421
65
89
- Kansas City
semia
and
Two
good preliminaries
MULH ALL'S SIDE
several community prizes for collec
.409
91
63
final bout preceded the main event. Indianapolis'
tions.
.405
92
62
Toledo
of
Gibbons
"Kid"
and
"Kid" Murphy
erful labor lobby headed by Samuel.
Denver; Billy Evans of Cheyenne, and
Western League.
Gorapers."
"Young" Gress of Denver, going four
Won Lost Pet.
Mr. Littlefleld said he did not intend
Club
l
each to a draw. The
95.633 to criticize members of the house for
55
COMING BIG PLAY rounds
between Joe Flynn and "Red" Craig Denver
.563 their position on the labor bills
So
66
of Denver, was also declared a draw jDes Moines
.527
72
"
Lincoln
"But," he explained, "when Gompf ra
(Continued from yesterday's edition). by Referee Pollock.
.507 and the labor people became active,
74
76
that St. Joseph
made
Announcement was
Virginia did not meet Mr. Stafford
.490 the tall timber was thickly populated
74
77
Important Benny Chavez of Trinidad, and Frank Omaha
jagain for several days.
.467 and there was plenty of space in the
80
70
business had called him to town. H Conley of Kenosha, are matched for Topeka
.428
87
6"
itemed like years to the little tele ten rounds before the Colorado Ath- - Sioux City
open."
.389
59
83
see him letic club on October 3.
Mr. Littlefleld frankly tn'.i? tin comWichita
phone girl. Would she ever
it
mittee that hiB views on l 'hor legisAnd if not, why should
Pgain?
lation coincided with those of the
nake any difference? Wherein did he WHITE AND DUNDEE;
manufacturers and he gladly accepted
WOLGAST AND NELSON.
differ from any other men with whom
the aid of the National Association of
her work at the hotel had thrown her
Chicago, Sept. 19. The arrangement
National League.
Marshal!
Manufacturers
The American league is the baseball
through
of matches, between Charlie White,
In contact?
at Chicago.
Boston
and Johnny
All these and many more question the local lightweight,
sensation maker. Almost every year
ut Pittsburg (2 games) Gushing, then the Washington reprePhiladelphia
sentative.
presented themselves to Virginia on'a Dundee of New York, and between
the younger major organization does
Brooklyn at Cincinnati (2 games)
as she was trying to get
and Battling Nelson, were
Washington, D. C, Sept. 19. The
Woli!ast
Louis
St.
at
(2
York
games)
New
fans
talk.
the
something that makes
'nounced here yesterday. White and
house lobby committee today heard
to Chicago.
through
American
League.
All season, although the close studformer Representative Charles E. Lit"Had any trouble with long distance' Dundee will meet October b at Jtacine,
Chicago at New York.
l,
'
Wis. Wolgast and Nelson nave signents were sure the Athletics would
tlefleld, of Maine, who Martin M.
lately?"
at
Louis
Philadelphia.
St.
startled. It was ed to box for the former lightweight
National
for
former
the
looked
up,
the
lobbyist
Virginia
win
Naps
the
at
pennant,
Detroit
Washington.
eventually
Assoication of Manufacturers, testifiRobert Stafford.
championship in Milwaukee, Wis.,
Cleveland at Boston.
furnished thrills by clinging close to
ed was one of the chief attorneys of
For a moment the girl was at. a lo-- s either October 13 or October 27v
Association.
American
Satthe heels of the favorites.
Willie Ritchie is expected here
that organization in the house.
to find an answer. He had returned
Columbus.
at
Milwaukee
not
were
But the Birminghams
Mr. Littlefleld testified, that,
to New York. And how handsome he urday on his way east and the quesat Louisville.
Kansas
City
Ritchie-Whitwith his entrance to congress
looked as he stood there before her tion of the proposed
steady. They lacked the class of
at
Indianapolis.
Minneapolis
in 1S99 until he resigned in 1909, he
match will be settled then.
instrument.
Toledo.
at
St.
Paul
champions. When opportunity came
found "an active, energetic and pow- "Not more, than usual," she smiled.
to down the Connie Macks they fell
4j
BAKER AND MURPHY
"Not even with Philadelphia?"
Milan,
it.
of
out
Griffith,
to
now
down and are
right,
hopelessly
The Men who are chasing the Athletics. From left
READY FOR TONIGHT'S BOUT.
"No, not even with Philadelphia. It
REVOLTING STORV
Alnsmith and Johnson.
At present Washington is supplying
seems that I have trouble with the
Denver, Colo., Sept. 19. Howard
National League.
Baker of Boulder, and Tommy Murphy j
west mostly."
lines
the excitement. On the home grounds
TOLD IN TRIAL
won
game
every
and
on
road
sill-the
went
was
Cleveland in the last series
to
Stafford looked at her for a full of Chicago, rested preparatory
with a touch of autumn in the air, the fill. Griffith unloaded his artillery they played.
klyn
stock
at
the
OF G. H. BIXBY
battle
First
he
Cincinnati
15
Then
At
round
their
ring
And what is to prevent them win- minute without speaking.
Nationals are playing sensational ball, and kept the Naps groggy, until the
0 8 0
stadium tonight. Statements
said:
yards
asks
to
be
played?
1 7 0
and, while they cannot overhaul the series was ended. Meanwhile the ning every game
"But you always seem patient about from both camps today were that the Cincinnati
Los Angeles, Sept. 19. Testimony
in the main event were in
Athletics unless they win every game White Sox pulled down the leaders the fan.
Reulhach and Fischer; Packard and regarding alleged acts of degeneracy
participants
it."
If
is
this:
Washingsituation
of
some
The
until
race
the
and
ne
I
tightened
i
noys
if
contest,
work
a
hard
trim for
Ion the part of George H. Bixby, the
Kling. (10 innings).
of the series and the Athletics lose
"I couldn't keep at this
the most enthusiastic saw Washing- ton wins every game and the Athletics was
45
will weigh in
pounds 'at $1
not."
more than half, the team is almost ton and the Giants playing for the lose
Long Beach millionaire, on trial in
f
of their games, the teams
At Cincinnati (Second game)
Stafford put in a call to Washington o'clock tonight.
the superior court on charges of hav
would finish a few points apart, but
certain to finish in second place.
1
2
world's championship.
7
Brooklyn
contributed to the delinquency of
and, with the request that she connect
It was hist, vear that, the Griffiths the Athletics would win.
5
1
1 ing
The way the Nationals treated
he AMATEUR GOLFER PLAYS
Cincinnati ...
two minor girls, was brought out tothe party with his apartments,
and
VETERANS
Rowan
Rucker arid Fischer;
EQUAL WITH
,
of
withdrew, smiling.
day during the
Brookline, Mass., Sept. 19. rrancis Clarke.
Cleo Helen Barker, one of the girls
In a few moments Virginia received
there Is no
Rita team will play as the have good records and
to come to Stafford's rooms Ouimet, the Boston amateur, overtook
GOOD BASE BALL
directly involved. Her recital was
IChino Copper company's entry. It is doubt whatever that excellent ball will a request
the English profes-- f At Sfi Louis First Gam
of the most revolting nature.
and visiting fans for more dictation. Upon reaching Vardon and Ray,
0
Ameri-;xe4
0
FOR STATE FAIR composed of a number of picked men be furnishedof local
York
the door she hesitated. She knocked sionals. at the 54th hole in the
Bixby's counsel brought into the
the fair.
from the teams of the two cities every day
3
1(1
can golf championship at the country st. Louis
case, in conjunction with other alleof
softly.
sheets
25,000
paper
More
than
will
a
be
Good
19.
contender
named
and
N.
M.,
strong
18
and
Sept.
Albuquerque,
Ouimet covered the
club todav.
Mathewson and Meyers; Sallee
"Come in."
gations, that attempts had been made
were shipped from the fair headquarbaseball at the State Fair is now anjfor the championship and the
holes in 74 strokes, which, with his Snyder. (10 innings).
"I beg your pardon. Miss Blaine.
t:j blackmail Bixby, mention of a suit
ters here last week, for posting in sevfact. Reservations for rooms some first prize.
come to the door, bul 151 of yesterday, gave him a total of
for $50,000 damages which the girl
have
should
in
this
towns
and
cities
hundred
eral
are
over
worked
The
El
the
Paso,
for 40 people, comprising
being
grounds
225.
At Pittsburg First Came- The three players started on
the bellboy."
filed against the millionaire.
Ritaa:id all is being placed in readiness state and Arizona. If there is a man, I thought it wasstood
4 1 recently
Silver City, and Hurley-Santround.
final
in
terms
the
threshold
on
the
Philadelphia
equal
"Did not your attorney. W. H. StevAs Virginia
,
teams of the Copper league, have been! for the greatest of all the baseball woman or child in the two states that
3
9 1
a
wus
Pittsburg
entering
ens, have Bixby call at his office and
The teams that have does not know fully that New Mexi- she fancied she
received here, as have also the entry tournaments.
Hendrix and threaten him
Mayer and Killifer;
Al- with suits?" she was
and yet she couldn't tell just why LORD DEWEY TAKES
fees of these organizations. The Hur--i entered so far are well matched and co's state fair will be pulled off in
DETROIT.
AT
Simon.
STAKE
(10
innings.)
$10,000
Kelly,
the feeling came over her.
asked.
accumuA number of letters had
"I don't remember."
At Chicag- oMich..
Sept. 19. Lord
Detroit,
lated during his absence. He paid lit"How long has Stevens acted as
1
0
7
State
of
the
several
Boston
Empire
Dewey, winner
attention to her during the
your attorney?"
ONE LONG, GLAD DANCE tle
2
8
6
N.
4
capY.,
o'clock he trot last week at Syracuse,
Chicago
hours of dictation. About
"Since about six weeks before I filed
Perdue, Davis and Rariden Cheney jir.y suit for $50,000 damages."
declared he was tired, and despite her tured his second $10,000 race of the
"How did you happen to go to Stev
protests, insisted on telephoning down season yesterday, when he took the and Archer.
FOR
stairs for some refreshments. When Michigan stake for 2:15 trotters at the
en's office; were you sent for?
American League.
these were brought to them, and the Grand Circuit races from a field of
"No, I went of my own wiLl."
waiter had withdrawn, he drew up a seven in straight heats.
At Washington
Hta vietnrv was expected. So was
chair and asked her to serve. "You
1
must be the hostess," he said, laugh- that of Frank Bogash, Jr., in the 2:12 petroit
2
There
of
Washington
its
$5,000.
with
purse
psce,
ingly.
Comstock, Dauss and McKee; Love,
With business out of the way, Staf- were only four starters in the latter
ford's nature seemed to undergo a event and the brown gelding again iBoehling and Ainsmith, Henry,
New Mexican Want Ads always
Boston Cleveland game postponed;
Virginia saw a nroved himself to be the leader of
change.
complete
results. Try it.
'
bring
sorain.
a
this season's pacers.
polished gentleman entertaining
the
hospitalcial equal. She accepted
any false
ity graciously, without
modesty.
REGIONS- GREAT
"Didn't you tell me that your sister
Fanny was going to be married?" Stafford asked.
.
- ii- .,- - "'"
"Yes," she said, "that's true. They
are to be married next month." And
then she explained: "I shall miss my
sister terribly, but I will try to bear
it, if she is happy."
"That's the trouble with marriage,"
he said, "that great big little word
.
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Where They Play Today
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Today's Games.
Game-Broo-

at-1-

one-hal-

'

I

j

a

1

hand-assure- d

a

new-life-

SCHOOL

WORK

IS NOW JUST

THESE

j

GIRLS.

&

STRIKE

GIRL PICKETS IN THE

'

For quick results,
little "WANT."

IN COPPER

"3'OT''''''

i

if."
"I
"Oh," she interrupted quickly.
feel sure they will be very happy.
Their's is a marriage for love."
"Do you believe in love?" he asked
seriously.
"Of course I do."
"What kind of love?" he persisted.
"Real love."
"And may I ask what you call 'reai
love?' "
Virginia opened her eyes wide with
astonishment. "Why, why," she stammered, "don't you believe there is
such a thing?"
"Of course I do," he laughed heart"But I
ily, amused at her surprise.
don't think it is what the sentimental
girl feels for the college football player. To my way of thinking love is
not mere admiration.
It's a slow,
steady growth and the soil in which
it grows best in respect. Real
both for ourselves and for the
marriage vow."
Why had he said this to her?
quick to relieve her of the little
embarrassment, asked:
j
"Who is the man that your sister is
(to marry?"
Virginia explained that his name
James Gilley, and that he was a
shipping clerk and worked for $14 a
week.
Stafford stared in amazement. With
an incredulous smile, he exclaimed:
.4
"Only earning $14 a week and he
Special Photograph by Durorough.
has the audacity to ask your sister
to marry him?"
or
Mich, Day
The.. GlrUWer. Arrested .t
f
Virginia nodded.
Wer.
Chv9.
"And you," he said, "you are to be Strikina Fathers. Th.y
the Oirl. Not
All
Are
Calumet
Around
tives and Soldier.
left quite alone in the world?"
l

A CLASS

(By William

J

V

G.

Shepherd.)

is the principal of
the dancing college. Nearly 200 girls
from all parts of the world attend the
school, and many of the great educators and musicians of Europe declarj
l
that he has struck a new and
idea in education.
idea is this;
A pianist, after years or practice,
gains such absolute control of the
hands and fingers as to be able to use
them without effort, but with tremendous rapidity, to express the subtlest
musical idea.
"But all parts of the body," says
,
"should be as utterly obedient to the mind as are the
fii gers of a pianist"
So he fills the minds of his pupils
with various ideas and makes them
express those iedas in bodily movements. Rhythm is one of the chief
studies. Most of the girls in the
p
school, as they dance, can beat
time with one arm, and waits
time with the other, move the head to
schottische time, and simultaneously
dance a polka.
Jacques-Dalcroz-

Dresden, Germany, Sept. 19. How'd
you like Miss High School Girl, to go
to school where life is nothing but
one long, glad dance? Where the girl
vho is the best dressed is the one who
has the brightest colored edging on
her black tights? A school where
"poor" in deportment doesn't mean
that you whispered, but that you
didn't dance enough?
There's a school like that here, and
it's so popular that the girls wouldn't
go home for their vacations last summer. Most of them wrote home:
"My Dear Parents:
"If you want to see me this vacation you'll have to come here to my
Bchool.
I'm learning so much that 1
home. I think I'll pass in
come
.can't
barefoot dancing, and I'm trying very
hard to get a good mark in

I

"STUDYING" ITS LESSON.
e

t'uuda-nenta-

Jacques-Dalcroze'-

s

Jacques-Dalcroze-

two-Bte-

Ab you Bee a hundred girls perform
one of these complicated dances, yon
forget their extraordinary attires.
"The attire these girls wear has
naturally grown out of their dances,"
Jacques Dalcroze tells yon.
"First I begin with bloomers, worn
under skirts. The idea of our school
is physical liberty, and when some of
the girls began to leave off their
skirts, I made no objection to their
dancing in bloomers. Then some of
them found that they could dance better in bare feet, and they began to
leave off their stockings. The bloomers gradually became smaller and
smaller until they disappeared, and
the girls themselves, without any advice or direction from the chiefs of
the school, finally adopted the tricot.
"In doing this they have not lost
one bit of their modesty, but a great
deal of their false modesty has gone."
There are about a dozen American
girls In the school, and all of them
irtend to go back to the United States
tc introduce
sys- Jacques-Dalcroze'-
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Everything electrical repaired by
Gnagey 4i Ervien,
A Nobby Line of Fall and Winter

Does a General Banking Business.

euitinus and overcoats at Muraltpr's
Good home cooking, quick service
at the Plaza Cafe.
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND
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Your Patronage Solicited

j

BE SURE.
To show our appreciation of your
patronage we are constantly increasing our stock so that we may serve
you in many unusual ways. It is our
desire to serve you better all the
time. Zook's Pharmacy, Inc., succeed
ing Fischer Drug Co.
Just Received our Fall lino of
ladies' suitSi coats and Bkirts. Prices
jmoderate. Fit guaranteed. Call ai t! furnish the other third.
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N. B. LAUGHLIN,

JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

President.

J.

B.

LAMY,

t.

n

FOR SALE

BUSINESS PROPERTY on San Francisco
Street. Rents for $185.00 per month.
Cheap, if taken at once.

FOR SALE

RESIDENCE (Brick) eight rooms best
of location. Cost owner about $8,000.
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1

Will sell for $6,500 if taken within next

10

Best of location.

IN

SHAPES,

PATTERNS,

NOVELTIES,

SEL11

Phone, 189 J.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
119 San Francisco St.,

125 Palace Ave.
B

m
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MEN'S SUITS
or OVERCOATS

--

For Rent Desirable rooms for light
inspect samples. Muralter, the tailnr.
TO MEASURE, $25 and $3S
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND REST CONTENT,
::::
The next time you need any article housekeeping. Inquire !iir (iavlield St.
Values in All Wool Fabrics
School Election .. Superinleiulent
or medicine from a drug store call
the from Mill to man direct.
Your
by
Main 37. Try our service and you will Conway has been advised
'be saved unnecessary waste of time, school directors of school district No. choiua uf (jOO patterns, in worsteds,
sucecedius 2ft. Lower San lldel'onso, that Manuel: series, olievintj, cassimures, diagoZook's Pharmacy,
Inc.,
nals, and every known pure wool
Fischer Drug Co.
ujan has been elected principal,
fabric. We make you the price of
It Will Not Cost Yon Anjtliinj? to Learn the Facts !
for:
be
learned
liainon
The burning question may
jowl
(ionales, assistant,
-'and the solution of it by reading one t lip school there. The. term will he for
Property with 140 feet frontage on West San Francisco Street and
of the most interesting ads. today. See (eight months, and the prospects for: We also show you two other lines
with depth of about 220 feet. Large adobe building of about 20 rooms
t
of BliAUTlFUi, WOOLKiNS. an.i
Hardware Co. ad. la successful school are excellent.
with electric light. Water to curb line. Street paved.
differGet in on the ground floor in the!
give you a selectmen of
ent
patterns.
San Juan oil fields.
Subscription MEXICO FINDS NO ONE AT FAULT
B.
CUSTOM
stock, $10 per Bhare, par value $30.
LINDHARDT,
TAILORING,
Five or ten shares might make you
(Continued from page one).
Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
125
Ave.
Palace
independent or even wealthy. Drilling
of the federal
now. See John ". .Mayes, agent, San paymaster general
Juan Basin Oil Co. Phone 194 Vi7.
troops. Oliveras was captured by
RENT
Five room modern Iherents of Carranza. the constitution- f
blocks from alist leader, at the battle of Santa
bouse one and
;Rosa, but succeeded in escaping re-- j
plaza. Joseph B. Hayward.
Drill This Evening Santa Fe Com- - Icently from Hermosillo.
MAKE AN ATTRACT- Lsquipulo
"""ly Commissioner
Oliveras says conditions u .terino hold n
o
K T.. will
mandery
See our display
I
UIFT.
ll
'
FILIGREE
in the ball on sillo are very bad. The rebel troops
meeting this evening
M r.
Cuif Buttons.
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H. Kass, of Kansas
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nt
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rtDni..rD
Iw.m
ho
i,u.r.
.n.
uv,.,.u.
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i
are at La Salle hotel.
Ail J
of
Gold
made
and
Stick
to
Turquoise.
etc.,
Lockets,
Sififni
nv oi.t'r.rintr U11U
All
mid
rmt-Pins,
Hfill
rpfusinir
..
nrft
irnplf
limp
fjnniP
I
..u.,
,
(ItflB Ul (JCllVvUllf,
Zimmerman, who surveyed
articles have been made at our store, and tourists are invited
to look at the skilled workmen who turn out these beautiful I
Ceneral A I vara Obregon is tlio only this county, is in the city as a witness
Fine spring chickens, lions or broil in a land case before Judge Abbott.
!
Prs at the Modern Market. Phone rebel chief who controls his men in
pieces of jewelry.
uoinmissioner ana Airs, jose
vrnr nrrter to fi2 Frank Moure r. nro - ilhe state of Sonora. accord In to the' Ortizounr.vPino,
of
are
y
tlalisteo,
register
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
paymaster. The other rebel leaders
H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,
prietor.
are not recognized by the revolution e.i at the .Montezuma.
Boiling beef brisket or ribs at 10c lb.
O.
to
Mrs.
W.
Conner
left
yesterday
arics and have great difficulty in en
Andrews.
visit relatives in Council Bluffs. Iowa.
Dr. Clifford S. Losey, the eye, car. forcing their authority.
Mrs. .Margaret Cline, who has been
Villa Not a Prisoner.
nose and throat specialist of Las
EI Paso, Texas. Sept. 1!). General spending the summer here, left yesterwill be at the De Vargas hotel,
day afternoon for her home at Lake
Sept. 18th, 19th, and 20th. Hours 2 to Hugh L. Scott, commanding the United Charles, Louisiana.
States border guard, received what he
5 p. m.
Mrs. Helen Van Norman has been
toLamb, mutton, pork, veal, beef, fish, believes to be reliable information
ill for the past few days at St. Vincent
rebthe
Pancho
Villa,
that
day,
stating
W. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
hens, broilers, sausages, bacon, hams,
el leader, is not a prisoner of Maximo Sanitarium.
etc. Andrews.
Andres Pacheco and family leave
is at
Drugs and drug store sundries. We Castillo at Palomas, Mexico, but
for Los Angeles.
are prepared to serve you. Zook's faaaa firnnrics ir.fl miles southwest of today
sVltn,,r is U"KV af Sl,n u,an'
Fischer Juarez, with at least a thousand men.
Pharmacy, Inc., succeeding
Stable ReHack and Baggage Lines.
licre lie will be at work for the next;
Juarez officials have gone to Palomas
Drug Co.
1,1
or
,vv0 weBks l,"l,'1
of!lf
to
the
Best Rigs you can get.
reported capture
investigate
Everything in fruits and vegetables.
.riir;n.re. Mr- Failor, who has beta
Villa and ascertain If they cannot
Andrews.
-.i U,
and
coi..i;:PROMPT SERVICE.
time
AND
FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
TWO
SADDLE
past
POMES
i'
to
Castillo
surrender.
FOR SALE Large Iron safe, good duce Castillo
house, is able to be about again.;
as new; weight about 3,000 pounds: commands a band of men who arej'
St.
Francisco
139.
San
Phone
310
'lar1 postmaster at Alcalde,
cheap. .John W. Mayes, Laughlin blk. aligned neither with Huerta nor the
"' fwent visitor to Santa Fe,
constitutionalists.
Phone 194 V.
Vargas hotel.
He declares he is fighting for Emil-- ! ip at tne
The best of meats of all kinds, An'
McHughes and (ins Hunter,:
Gomez.
iano Vasquez
drews.
"
mounted policemen, left today for Ls-- ,
American Paroled.
heater
For Sale A Wilson
wit-- j
Jnlin Ttrookshlre. who was held in tancia, where they are wanted as
medium size. In good condition, used
nnrtineSSCS in a Case in court there,
1 1
only a short while. Call phone 1USW f,,ll in liioro iv no nurnloil tnrlnv
3!
ts
JB' Reynolds district manager of
allowed to come to El Paso. American
!f-Cosin forenoon.
Day-CcomStates
Ihe
Mountain
Telephone
sSmnomin
Mo... erir. re.an
nwlrpd nnnsnl T D. Fdwnrdw in .Tnnre. cave
and J. B Fish, district wire
the New Mexican if a fire escape or his word to the Mexican officials toiP-WEarns 75c an Hour, and Often $75.00 a Week and More
of
Albuquerque, were in
for jeliief, both
fire escapes are to be placed on the produce the man when desired
jemmufj.
COMMERCIAL EDUCATION at the Santa Fe Business College
high aflinnl Vmllrflnir in nmiinllimcH trial. Senator C. A Clllhprsoil bad ll"H. S. Clancy,
assistant attorney
h had at 7Rc a dav and return a LIFE LONG reward. There
ran
with .the agitation made just before (protested to the United States state
vacaa
his
Is at
desk again after
the seliool hoard election. How about department relative to the man's
Is not such a rich investment the world over. Spend your money
two
weeks.
of
on your brain and you always gain by it. Good spelling is a great
prisonment In Juarez and Mr. Ed- - tion
Venceslao Jaramillo, of El Rito, arWanted fifty men for board and! wards was instructed to try to get the
necessity. Good penmanship, punctuation, good business letter
will
rived in the city last evening and
room.
Six dollars per week. Plaza ;man released.
writing, Arithmetic, Bookkeeping, Spanish, English and other
spend several days here.
Cafe.
Business subjects are always in demand. Cannot pick the wrong
Miss
Louise
Fair Elections Impossible.
Lecture
Tonight
trade or profession but alt time subjects are absolutely demanded
PIGEONS
TO
,
CARRIER
on
19.
Tsing-tuuShantung j' Paris, Sept.
Commenting
Vaughan, of
from an employer. If you don't know, then some one who does
FLY ACROSS CONTINENT1
Province. China, will speak at the Provisional President Huerta's
know gets the job. Buckle down while young, or you'll have to
church tonight at 7:4'!snge to the Mexican congress on
San Francisco, Sept. 111 Two cur-- i
knuckle down when older. The young can not see it, therefore
Miss Vaughan has been a
IX, the next issue of
rier pigeons freed yesterday from the
typewriting
the Parents should advise. Snorthand and Blind-hanto China for several years, 'tulionalism, a newspaper devoted to roof of an office building here, are
is always useful, for students and others, for he'er Is always at the
under the Presbyterian
board, and the revolution in Mexico, will say:
toward
their
way
Pittsburg,
all
winging
the plums. These are
shoulders of the boss, and so gets
"The promise made by Huerta to a distance of nearly 3,000 miles and
comes highly recommended as a
time will come when you'll rejoice
the
and
or
it
believe
not,
speaker. She is touring the synod of carry out the Mexican elections in the a flight ,iaid to he the longest ever
or lament. Come and see me. Do. You will ever consider it a
Xew Mexico, and leaves for Albuquer- month of October is not realizable. attempted
by carrier pigeons. The
red letter day. WALTER NORTON, Pres., mta Fe Bus. College.
!Everyone knows1' that the ferment birds are thj property of vVilliam
que on the morning train.
Rev. Shimer Returns To the grat- which reigns in the whole
country Ceisler, a member of the Allegheny
ification of his many friends in Santa renders more than a semblance of
of the bird fanciers of Pennsyl-ectionFe, the Rev. J. M. Shimer has been re
impossible."
jaria.
turned to his charge here. This was
Refugees Want to Go Back.
determined at the Methodist EpiscoWashington, O. C, Sept. 19 SecmuTnrurruTJiruunJTjvuiJ!Juuurug
It will not pay you to waste your
Wen
pal conference held In Albuquerque. retary Bryan today denied the appeal
Subscribe for the Santa
Mr. Shimer has been pastor of St. of refugees who recently arrived at
Mexican, the paper that boosts all time writing out your legal forma
from
and
Mexico,
San Diego, California,
.lohn's Methodist Episcopal church
the time and works for the upbuild when you can get tbetu already printhas done much to Increase the attend- asking that they be sent buck at goved at the New Mexican Prlntiug com- Ins of our nw State.
teleance and arouse greater enthusiasm ernment expense. The secretary
ir matters of religion. He is a force- graphed the Red Cross at San Diego
ful preacher and possesses a genial to that effect.
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WILL BE INTERESTED IN OUR FALL AND
WINTER FABRICS AND STYLES JUST RECEIVED FROM DAVIDSON & CO., THE FASHIONABLE TAILORS OF CHICAGO. We recommend thi
brand of tailoring because of the maker's ability to please
and satisfy EVERY CUSTOMER where others FAIL.
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MRS. W. LINDHARDT

j

SURETY BONDS.

.4rHIII

DOT

ORDER YOUR FALL SUIT NOW

FEATHER

ETC.

was personally selected by us
in Chicago. We show only what
is being shown in the East.

Beacham-Mignardo-

(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
LOANS,

FALL MILLINERY

oar

Completely furnished.
$60.00 per month.

jwonicely furnished rooms, Palace Ave.

REAL ESTATE,

ADOLF

Ask About This One

days

O. C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE,

Our Large Stock of

j

Bungalow,

Eight-roo-

manner that has endeared him not,
only to members of his church but to
The Rev. R. it. Yelland, of
j outside re.
Helen, goes to Kspanola and tho Rev.
C. I' Lucas, who was at Kspanola goes
In French and Maxwell.
Las Trabajadores will meet with
Miss Jane Abbott at L':;',0 p. m. Saturday.
School Contract County School Superintendent Conway announces that
the contract for building a modern tip
to date school house at Rio Tesnrpie
in accordance with the plans and specifications furnished by the depart
ment of education, lias been let to i
h'eodoro Ortega. The school house
will accommodate fifty children, and!
will have all modern convenience. The
s
of the'
state will furnish
cost, uml the people of Tesuquc will

FIVE
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A. HUGHES,

R.

C. L. POLLARD,

President.

Secretary.

J. CRICHTON,
Manager Treasurer.

1

Lumber and Transfer Co.

THE STAR BARN

(INCORPORATED)

HEADQUARTERS FOR

l

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

GENERAL LIVERY
Entire

stocked.

da-V-

Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

s'"

11

FAMOUS DAWSON COAL

AGENTS

j

Hot-bla-

TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

GENERAL

75c a

Business Solicited,

HCVour

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

Phone 100 and 35 W.

gen-lera-

ini-it-

uy For Cash !

And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your

Grain
Hay,
us a trial and let us

FJour

show you.

Give

Guaranteed

Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

- -

Galisteo and Water Sts.

Phone, Main 250.

DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe. New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

SUMMER EXCURSIONS

CALIFORNIA
AND THE EAST
The Summer Tourist Rates will soon be over,
OF THE LOW RATES NOW

San

Los Angeles or

$55.55

$45.55

SUMMER TOURIST
ON SALE

Chicago
St. Paul

Denver.

New

.
. .

. .
York .

DAILY

St. Louis . . $47.35
Minneapolis $51.85'
Pueblo . . . $16.35

Springs $ 8. 5
1

1

For particulars regarding abdve rates, and rates to
l many other points, call on or address any
agent of the Santa Fe.

SANTA FE, N. M.

YES, THIS IS

Elberta

Peaches
the way

o

firm
defects.

Fancy Bartlett Pears

HOLD NEXT
REUNION AT DETROIT

G. A. R. WILL

H, S. KAUNE

&

GO.

Where Prices ar B st
For
Oualitv
;

PURE FOOD
GROCERY
Phone 262.
ONCE
PHILOSOPHER
"KEEP GOOD NATUR-e'till 10 a. m. and the Balance of the Day will take care
of itGeif." Let us help you keep
good natured, a good Breakfast
requires good Groceries, get the
best from us.
We have received all our new
and other
"Quaker" Foods
Fatrninaceous goods. Everything
in the line this year's pack,
fresh and sweet.
Quaker White and Yellow
Cornmeal.
Rolled Oates, (all sizes).
A

Didn't Scare Them.
Tucson, Ariz., Sept. 19. Robert Vail,
United States consul at Guaymas, denied today charges by refugees at Los
Angeles that he and Lieutenant Henley of the cruiser Buffalo had stampeded them Into deserting their Mexican holdings, in response to President
Wilson's desire.
"Those Americans who wished to
remain in Mexico remained," he said.
Now
"I merely showed them President Wilson's note to the American representatives in Mexico. There was no attempt
to scare any one. Those who desired
to leave Mexico locked their warehouse doors and departed in twenty-fou- r
hours."
Vail probably will return to Guayweek we will surof mas overland from this city.
you in
Approved Appointment.
Washington, D. C. Sept. 19. The
Mexican congress last night approved
'by a vote of 90 to 14 Provisional President. Huerta's appointment of Eduar-dWill be good color,
Tamariz as minister of public Instruction, according to a report today
free from
to the state department. Tamariz is
one of the younger leaders of the
Catholic party which is avowedly in
favor of electing General Huerta
Best Canning Pear. president.
This Week-T- he

and

L'St

THE

8

QUALITY

Return Limit, October 31st,

H. S. LUTZ Agt.,

Carranza In Sonora.
Hermosillo, Mex., Sept. 19. Venus-tianthe constitutionalist
CO. leader, Carranza.
H. S. KAUNE
arrived here last night and today was greeted with great enthusiasm as President of Mexico. He apPrice
the
Where QualilyGoverns
pointed General Obregon, commander
of
in chief of the northern district
and Price the Quality
Mexico, comprising the states of Sonora, Sinaloa. and Chihuahua, and the
territories of Tepic and Lower

This
prise

RATES-EA- ST

Col.

HtLLU

At Their Best

UNTIL SEPTEMBER 30IH.

$51.85
$51.85
$21.10
$78.85

s

Are

San Diego,

Francisco

d

r

HENRY KRICKe

TAKE ADVANTAGE

Const!-sionar-

SAID:

Grains of Gold.

Mother's Wheat Hearts.
Pearl Hominy.
Hominy Grits.
Nudavene Flakes.
Puffed Corn (the newest).
Puffed Rice.
Puffed Wheat.

Pearl Barley.
Breakfast Food
Pettijohn's
and lots of others.
The prices are at pleasing as
the Quality. , If you have not
enough left for tomorrow morn.
Ing't Brekfast, please call up
NOW.

Modern GroceryCo.

Chattanooga, Tenn., Sept. 19. De
"The Quality Shop"
Michigan, today was selected as
191
nation
of
the
PMON1T '
the meeting place
al, encampment of the grand army of Evru
the republic and allied organizations.
nnruirvnnnAnvnnnnrnnnn

troit

d

Town's full of
Studebakens
Studebaker Farm Wagons, Studebaker Bugand Studebaker Delivery Wagons.
and every owner of a Studebaker vehicle
is proud of it. Because he knows it is the best
gies

Studebaker wagons and buggies are built on honor
and with the experience that comes from sixty years
of wagon building, and you get the benefit of this
experience when you buy a Studebaker vehicle
V'hethrr you livo in town or country; whether you want a
work or pleasure vehicle, there's a Studebaker to fall your require
mr.nt. Farm wagons, contractor's wagons, trucks, municipal
vehicles, ice wagons, dump wagons and carta, road oilers, buggies,
we make them alL
depot wagons, surreys, pony carts, runabouts
also harness, for any sized animal, for any vehicle, of the
same high standard of quality as the Studebaker vehicles.
Set our Dealer or write us.

STUDEBAKER
NEW YORK

M:jiN2AlOUS

South Bend, Ind.

KANSAS
CHICAGO
DALLAS
SALT LAltK CITY
SAN FRANCISCO

ssss

DENVER
PORTLAND, ORE.

CXTY

I!

'I
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SWITZERLAND OF AMERTCA.

THE

New Mexican

I

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa F Poatofflc
Published Dally
The Santa Fe New Mexican
English Weekly
The New Mexican Review

El

The

Mexicano

New

Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Edor

J. Wight Giddings

Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best trout
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
best accommodations and best location for fishing.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

:..5.00
S0
10

Bally, per ouartif, by mall..
Dally, per quarter, ky oarrtof
'

1.26

(1.50

.6i

Booklet Free on Request

if

:

THE VALLEY RANCH,

"All of Today's News Today"

say I was sorry. lie wanted to know
15 I could
tell him what a nerve is in
a tooth for and I couldn't no more
than I could tell what a wisdom tooth
U for. I only know that the nerves
are there until a dentist pokes a bit
nt steel wav ud into your brain cells
somewhere and pulls the
thing out. Till tooth proposition is a
corker, but if we did not have teeth
what would the dentists do? It would
be a pity to have such tender hearted
from a com- Individuals removed
munity, and then they would have to
go into some other business that
would maybe get into competition
with ours. So It may be necessary to have wisdom teeth and nerves

HE WAS THE MUTT WHO
PUT THE OUT IN OUTING.

SURE

PHONES:

1 1

EDITORIAL ROOMS 31

BUSINESS OFFICE 286
NOT NEED THEM

00Emmeline

not want her
Pankhurst wants to come to America. We do
kind.
of
her
want
not
any
and we do
the policies of our
There are troubles enough in this country touchingto
those without
attending
enough
beet!
busy
government and we have
of the mi
midst any more disturbers of the characters
reputation by her methods
who has made a world-wid- e
In this country.
which we do not believe In and which have no place
strike and we do
We are now in the face of a strike and a prospective

i ?

i

y
h

i i

II

'

i

not desire further excitement or disturbances.
trouble here
While the Pankhurst woman might not cause any great instrumental jet
in
would be
and
element
certain
a
her
about
draw
would
she
to
face.
care
not
do
we
which
making a disturbance
a constant turmoil,
Emma (loldman did enough in the way of stirring up
numbers were conas
as
far
not
did
greatly
develop
and while, her followers
citizen.
undesirable
an
and
element
cerned she was a disturbing
the most prominent ones
The -- Kms" seem to be popular as disturbers, as were
importations from
Pankhurst and Emma Goldman. Both
hcrTa ds and we have yet to find any native American woman since the
dlyl of he witches who has caused any great amount of national trouble In
Carrie Nation in that category
.Ms country unless we consider the famed
had some grounds tor
The actions of this Pankhurst disturber may have
in England, where the men
iu
and
particularly
countries
other
existence
for recognition, but in America
uUerly and determinedly disregard every plea and we have no desire to allow
of
kind
procedure
this
for
ere is no excuse
and set going the propoganda
a person to come here from another country
such as is set forth by those of the Pankhurst stamp.
of England will,
The American women will get suffrage long before those
taken the right method
and they will get it in legitimate ways. They have
who
the result, and they need no lessons from any agitator
wTul7preach violence and even murder to bring about those things which
can be brought about by lawful and womanly methods.
will keep the
If there be any law or any method of procedure that
should be put in operait
soil,
on
American
from
woman
landing
Pankhurst
tion and enforced.
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Going To Be Chilly.

The Drouhets are at it again, and
told, hard
We have heard that sort of
"How did you come out In your
thing in the past years and sometimes
ing?"
it
"Oh, I came 'way out on my outing, it has come out true and sometimes
eon-- '
i.....
uuv ti.ia
I always do.
i.mo j "u' It nnnnnt he
lino hui, K,,,
now we are to have a long,

.iY.'it;W--t'i-

Park will let us off and give all the
chill to the residents of the metropolitan city.

AMONG THE EDITORS.
i
j

Impossible.
it is impossible not to believe in
hell when contemplating the sins that
on earth. Socorro
g0 unpunished
chieftain.
Better Than Pulque.
So far as it has gone grape juice
diplomacy shows distinct superiority
over the pulque variety. Springer
Stockman.
The Meanest Man.
differ
among grown
Opinions
folks, but if you ask a boy, the meanest man in the world Is the dog catcher. Katon Range.
A Rusty Crop.
we were
The war with itfexico
talking about might be worth it in
the new crop of heroes. Our ihhk
Clovls jour- siinnlv is rusting badlv

The Montezuma Hotel
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
central Location.

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.
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MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
Proprietor of the
MONTEZUMA BILLIARD
Has Engaged

at

FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS

PARLORS,

a Great Expense,

The Best That Can be Bought!
AT ANY PRICE

MARCUS CATTON,
Son of

VC?

,

INSURANCE

ANNOUNCEMENT!

U

"Wh'ws'away
h. n. lk

the Famous

"BILLY"

Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use insurance get the best, as it is

CATTON,

who will manage his billiard par-

lors and instruct tiiose desiring to
learn the game. All new tables,
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
lounging room for those who eater
to the pastime.

EVERYONE WELCOME
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T

!
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the cheapest, and

ALWAVS SEE

FRANK M. JONES,

I
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who has purchased the Insurance Business of the L. A.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
good companies, good protection

i

g

RATES: 50c and 75c PER DAY.
241 San Francisco Street.
Near S. W. Corner Plaza,

Ig

Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival 'f
north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Good covered hacks and gooa
way.
team. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wire Emfcuiic
station.

th&

'

-

Office United States Bank Building
(FIRST FLOOK)

1 CHARLEY GANN, Prop'r
ii
S
Q
European Plan.
P WOODY S STAGE LINE
1
Meals At All Hours.
Rooms In Connec- - m
IM Elegant
Prom
tion. Steam Heat,
BARRANCA
TO TAOS
g Electric Lights and Baths, jg

.

THE FORUM.
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THE VISIGRAPH TYPEWRITER
The Visigraph is the result of 28
years experience. Contains all the
developments of the Typewriter art
Best In the world. It has
84 characters with a single
shift, light action and unlimited speed; Interchangeable carriage and platens,
rapidly set marginal and column stops. Absolute visibility and handiness ot manipulation, with drop forged
type bars. It is a durable
and dependable machine.

INSURANCE
Fire,

ARMY OF

City Property, Farms

Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Etc

Surety

1

All Kinds.

LAIGIILIN BUILDING,

THE REPUBLIC

SANTA FE
ANNUAL

ENCAMPMENT,

CHATTANOOGA,

Sept.

15-2-

0,

TENN.,
1913.

To Chatanooga and Return
at rate of

Dates of Sale, Sept. 10th to 18th
Return Limit, by extension,

October 17th, 1913.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
New Mexico.
Santa Fe, .

Bonds

Telephone 194 W., Room 24

a

r

Accldent

REAL ESTATE

Of
GRAND

Life,

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc

Ask for Catalogue or Agents Terms
THE SANTA FE TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
Distributors for Now Mexico.
SANTA KB, N. M.

e

t

$245,000.00.
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CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND PROFITS,

Would be Delivered.
said so down in the menagerie in. CeAll humanitv is possessed with a
ntral Park, New York. Word has just
come from Bill. Snyder that this is certain amount of egotism, but an
SEES IT.
a
the fact and that if wo want to be overdose God deliver us from such
warm this winter and he prepared for person Montoya Republican.
Hurrah.
House and Home.
the worst, now Is the time to gei
t
Senator Ben Tillman says the AmerThis is an awful big world and I
ready.
ican home has broken down and the
understand why it is that one per
Bill says that the squirrels are build
country is tottering to its fall. Hur
son in it can make such a difference!
.
Ben; at last he Is himself
in the comfort and the uappiness
of m rah for Roswell
R
News.
again.
think we are the best takers
Awful.
the whole
ana
ui
iui
""
luc
mmb"
wisest
uie
St. Joe says birds in northern Missphere is twisted and the whole.
"
are dying of thirst. It must be
souri
scheme of things gels scrambled up,
com. ,
a
an awful thing to have wings and not
thaaame Prepare for the days that are
have brains to match them. Clovis
the ag.es of view are crossed and
News.
mixed and you can t see s.ra nt ut
fc
tme
8chpdule
Good for Shippers.
course there may be a reason for the
o
The express companies have finally
not seeing straight, as that comes '"
parcels post.
resnlvpri to fitrht the
sometimes when a man's wife is at doing.
nlltR tn
1.
rt
trill
'P1,o
...... flf thf, TVenther
Good for the express companies! The
ANDERSON WAS RIGHT
u 1tto
,o
xinn la
mic .nmotimna
UlUUfcU
Du.r;,,.w
,.v
nOme,
Minne
from
L.riiMoiino- thn vision when it does getlhnreau Deonle and no persiflage of the fight will be waged
with a strong
The action of Sydney Anderson, the member of congress.
01 ure
And In the
"
lower rates.
weapon
sota, An residing from the ways and means comimuee
, ,,,,...,,,,,,,,,
of things:, in nnt know hr the souirrels are bulld- - meantime the shippers will get the
4:t..t;,.u on r.,.m,i of the caucus system which Is a controlling element, in
of the people of tlli8jv hen a man.s wife t8 away and thejing their nests to suit the
pn Hier benefit. Roswell Record.
the legislation of the nation, should receive the sanction
Wn vi'lil.h
ho hnsin...
Park,. but
... Tpntrnl
Just Because.
v. iiiut in
vw,. u.v, rr
n.w
view ui
aiuereni
taken by certain ana me
eetS
An ImMi,
the WPflthpr
l,.....,CTo ui Qtrorv mnrfr
...w.- - (i uw
"
nun tlint
a certain young lady
,,1.
because
Just
He h ts received severe criticism for the action he has
aiiiiioocoo
that the caucus system has ment and the hopelessness of every so cold in the east that the thermome- - is wearning a new ring and her beaux
journals of America, which take the position
has
that
work
congress
multifarious
iter sucks in uie iuue anu unuui r,,,, is around inquiring as to the rent or
jiq
been in vogue always and that with the
results without con.
,..
.,,i,t vnn.itn co down, that we are apt to get a various vacant houses of the re
to undertake, it would be impossible to get satisfactory
a woman couid keep the; little of the kind of cold that holds spective landlords, you guys needn't
certed action.
Is not alone in that just
think that the aforesaid young couple
of things just wnere iL.uie n.cui.v 01 ...
There is some justice in the contention, but the wrong
if you please, but rather equilibrium
caucus,
the
denominated
be
when she goes to see cates a mighty chilly season.
tn
ho
and
nncrht
are getting serious. It's no sign at all.
which
may
the meeting
on
of the caucus binding
Iher mother for a little while the house! Thjg ,s the mogt discouraging news Oh, no! But just as a matter of prethat the custom has grown to make ihe action
ream. a B.B
mma n a long time. It is caution save up all your old shoes and
nets all mussed up and the things ini)b t ,
every man who attends it and it becomes hi
u
e
.
:..
iiiAmrh vnn arp nnt
lay in that store of rice. Farmington
independence and freedom ot tnougni.
,,
. i,
nrn hnardine here
nnt tn ln- - Enterprise.
ii.,.i .,,,,,a svutpm mnld he made to cover simply a conlerence
consultation. . and . discuss
....
no tlio rrr.nrfnnitv
tint
,v;,shiuK any dishes L.L'rVfUH ,III lfwt
uu-- i
Not Profound.
.11 C Alv.U O.J
, L.,J
,
i.
W fTfi IIHDill lV ...pn.i.prs
lliriiiucin nmild net together for
ami LUtrtt--, oiiH
uuFi. v.w...,,
rule wnicn
make the end an
.. k;
fllBn Bllllt off nf oinE. down tIlere
,,nvtnB any use of the furniture, ex-- i w
It did not sound very profound for a
ttK nf the dav. but not and
his
is
from
that
him
exercising
and
prevent
would bind a man against his will,
cep of conrg(? tiie bed,
flght There were a i0t of patriots president of the United States to tell
ue ol auvuuiuBc
as you ao noijwho WGre acMns t0 get a gun and go! another nation that if it will only be
SQ much Mother
own judgment on the important issues of the day, it migiu
it up but once a week, anyhow. ;ana Uck our neg,bor, you know, butjgood and do as this country desires
to the country.
- intake
But in spite of all tins, uie nouij ,magIne there are but few of them the man at the head of the country in
Nations alwavs have been and will always ue governeulife.uy
give them
(ioes Ret to looking like sin and you
,ho will rea(1 ,vith equanimity the trouble may expect many good things,
parties are what
the varvimr policies of those
.
OtnV
tllllt
,,,111
...Ml An...r
,,t
- nltwtirpQ
cannot seem 10 nvv u nnilu ,.u (i.i"'inews that we are m tne iace 01 a even to the extent of borrowing much
It is expectetd that the party in power ui umj uui
ilS Uie uwiif BUiav frnni it as IHUCn US you uusmuij
hfi
iUStlV
nnrnrri
nc
mav
tvhinh
.1
considered
tne money. It was a species of bribery
to
o
"
coia
iirtirc Ttiiii
inng.
ill Lilt: i l uuit
wiiuer,
"
"
tn. tiirjb- "hia nwn indlVinlialltV .
i
not. a whit different from offering tha
can, and do not do a tiling In it DUt schedule of the squirrels.
of the electorate, nut tnai a man nmu ue umu
wasn your face. The real
and have no views at variance with sleep and
HTld it TlliV
ra .r.A mine
boy a bit of candy if he will be
wllltpr
ymall
entirely at the dictation of the caucus
...
l
luat a t.n,iaa
scarcely meet with the sanction of the tact or tne case is .1.,
in Central good. Rock Island Tribune.
'be
the
that
majority of the caucus.-wilsquirrels
gray
action out a woman n it is not anything
wk are asking of our representatives
.7.!!...,.l
v
of just and helpful ,but just a house. It is not a home.
that will give us ihe best that can be given in the way
Every man who has had the experience
a small coterie of o a house and a home knows what
The idea of the rule of the few and the dictation of
,
of
in I,
u mean ..uj .v, HinWonpe is- one
ana we are iuumhb iu. ...u.n
fMiipinnq is fast
e
tio,tonPthe part of the legi.Utors. both in the nation
.ggest
ana ine hihl.
after a man has had just the house
a
verification of the accuracy of such
Santa Fe N. M Sept 19, 1913.
for a little time he knows better how
not be amiss as
to appreciate the home. But while he
Santa Fe New Mexican, description might
STONE THE WOMEN
Editor
The
to a genu ne understanding
lesson of appreciation
the
me
is
touting
learning
-a
Will
Sir
you
iu
8
r....,
Thfl hpad of Detroit ponce lorue,
upmi
'raise the of It. undoubted claims and wou d
underworld are to beihe jB suffering some trials
Hirough your columns to
15 as the date when the 8,0M women of Detroit's
to
'"
flTfi
.?
nf
..mnn'g lusts ,i
,.lnl!,c
Teeth
The
authentic certain y be of personal interest
Again.
the
whether
to
question as
nut out of business. AsKea wnai uiese
of
writers
old,
delightful
quaint,
your
closed.
resivice
are
of
resorts
a
h&
the
is
when
Fe
city
J. B. Reynolds, Jr., formerly
designation of Santa
to do his sole reply is: "My duty ends
can take it from us that the duty dent here nnd the one whom we used "Villa" Real da las Santa Fe de San city.
Technically, that may be true. But you
1 have the honor to be, my dear sir,
when
about
tn oov Hiqnereeable things
Francisco, or I,a Ciudad Real de la
of society doesn't end there not by a good deal.
vicious
Most truly yours,
this
for
in
whort
is partner
guilt
h& t"elephone went wrong and
Santa Fe de San Francisco?
By its long tolerance the city of Detroit
when we
WM. MACKAY CALDWELL.
and
will find it can't get out of lis responsibility
I had the honor of attending the last
it
are
busy..
wag
linR
chances
and
the
situation;
Lni.irt not make the office respond just meeting of your chamber of comnot nf nnlien official.
Not Politics. But business.
closure, won t wh?n w6 had gome especially interest-b- merce, fnn the 16th inst.). during
The question of politics does not
The churches, which have Invited and applauded abrupt of
the Master, jhig
blameless either, unltss. having remembered the teachings and diseased
thng tQ teU Bomebody and could which two of your most prominent enter into the action on the matter
minister to the bruised
not wnU tQ te it in pers0n. Those citizens, ex Governor Prince and Colo-0- f
the office of United States collector
they are ready to shelter all penitents,
with great interest
wefe ahvavs the times when wo could nel Twitchell, both referred to thei0f internal revenue taken at the last
and help them to "go and sin no more." We will observe
,.v
do nn and after October 15.
nf
pt sntisfaction were they not? city of Santa Fe as La "Villa." Itlnreeting of the Chamber of Commerce,
v.
. .....
v. riotmit
IUK
WUUL ,u
u.,Safilu
a man lias got 10 oe a iireuj euui would be an impertinent presumption
Bt.
The. vile business in which these poor women ai
The chamber does not know that
tning 01 cupping una fellow who can be a telephone man on my part to question the accuracy jtI.ere ls l0 be any change in the
f
course, to be stopped. But stopping it isn't the simple
uu...
ue
can
!
ap-i
lrom
matters
it
on
any
these gentlemen
u,pi..
flce
ager and when he goeB away
The chamber has no candidate
nolice injunction. We venture the opinion that
American
other
is
city
or
he
of
an
Is
any
Detroit
the people sorry
town have
nor doe8 it carejf there is to be a
pertaining to the historic interest
causes beneath are stopped also.
to reach the uottom:
going, and who can come DacK ana recall that some little time since hav- - ci,ange who gets the office,
really ready in good faith, to try
firmwith
law
to
and
havequal
put the
recall that some litle time since
hav(J a host of riendiy greetings
We have heard of no proposals in Detroit
what tnB quP6tion means to the
women to sin.
ness on the males who made it profitable for these
j,iave people 8ay they wish he would- ing occasion to look up certain data;chamber is just the keeping of the
the
to
pay
movement
require
back It offere 8ome corapensaan old Spanish mss. in the British fice at Santa Fe and the making
The record is silent about any concerted
to permit men and women to ,ion for bping cussed out when the
chapter and verse for which tam that the $1S,000 to $20,000 annual
ment of wages in honest industry high enough
of illicit
u not on the one who gets it I can not, unfortunately, at the
faut
wjll continue to be spent with
live comfortably in marriage, free from the pressure futile one competition
the
of "stone
it.
i(J who really ai(J wt desei-vment give in connection with Dejthe merchants of Santa Fe.
The man apparently is the ancient, cruel and
found
u... I., thp moil Pn frPP "
.
..
jf an Arizona man gets the appoint-SantReynolds was here yesterday on Vargas' expedition, I therein
t evt-to work tot
' m,
Fe described as La "Ciudad" meut, it's dollars to doughnuts that
uua... v.t. nnri nnmp 11D
It has never worked. And, what's more, it oughin
Cl'IUW 111(11.1.11 nf Knalnpca
in the New Mexican office to ask me Real de la Santa Fe de San Francisco, the office will go to an Arizona city;
is pagan, brutal and unjust.
o
if I remembered writing once about a I made a written note of this nomen-- ! it a New Mexico man gets it, the office
man is to shed his straw wisdom tooth. I do.
clature at the time.
on
will be practically certain to stay in
is
that
of
binding
fashion
demand
The only
do not even pay attention
Of course such designation as La Santa Fe.
Then he said: "Well I know a wishat on the first of September, and some of them men and women.
Fashion dom tooth is about the limit but there "Villa" would not, in the least, detract
The Chamber of Commerce wants 11
to that Therein is another difference between the if
on with a is one next to the wisdom, too."
to
were
boast
Fe's
tied
to
it
from
consider,
Santa
woman
stay in Santa Fe.
on
a
just
hat
could not keep an
This is not politics, but plain bust
I guess after all it is not the loca- and determine, itself the oldest city
rope.
o
tion of the tooth that causes the ag- l:i the United States, nevertheless a ness.
what objection father had ony but the condition of the infernal
A woman of seventv has just eloped. Wonder
on account of her youth. thing and that one of the molars, aa
to the marriage, anyway. It could not have been
government officials alleged that the
was considered too giddy.
the dentists call certain teeth, though PANAMA REPUBLIC
the
youngster
Maybe
OUSTS CHINA'S CONSUL. consul has been unduly active in creI do not know what ones they are,
.
o
ating opposition among his countryout the legis- cause as much pain and give as much
It is said now that President Wilson has already mapped
A rupture
19.
has men to the provisions of the new law
needs any vacatior reason for bad language as any other
think
he
congress
Panama,
Don't
Sept.
next
for
year.
lative program
occurred in the relations between the which requires them to register.
ones.
at all? Isn't he even going to let theo boys go home for election?
Anyway, Reynolds had one next to Panama government and Ou Yang
Work for the New Mexican. It !
who wears a slit the wisdom, and he wore a pained ex- Kang, the Chinese consul general, as
Some minister in the east has said that no woman
It. but a result of which the consul s exequa working for you. for Santa Fe and
to
me
comes
told
it
time
about
he
as
in
when
go,
are
skirts
slit
style
If
pression
skirt will go to heaven.
new state.
all I could do was to sympathize and tur has been returned to him The the
and the minister is correct, she won't want to go there.
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Small sums of money as well as large amounts may be set to work
earning interest if Invested in the Certificates of Deposit issued by
this bank. Funds thus employed earn 4 per cent per annum and are
protected by Capital, Surplus and Stockholder's Liability of $400,000,
as well as by the rigid supervision exercised over this institution by

General Manager.

Stautrer

Oally, per year, by mall
Daily, six months, by mall
Wooklv. nor year

If

MUST BE WELL PROTECTED

President

Bronson M. Cutting
M.

EARNINGSyiNDUSTRYl

Spanish Weekly

Nuevo

Charles

l:
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Facing a Serious Proposition
The man or woman who has kidney
trouble is facing a serious proposition,
where grave complications readily follow neglect Foley Kidney Pills are
an honest curative medicine that once
taken into your system mean restored
kidneys and bladder action, and a return of health and strength. The Capital Pharmacy.
It will not pay you to waste your
time wrting out your legal forms
it hen you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing com- -

tpany.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1913.

No man is

Stronger
Than his
Stomach
The Medical Adviser by
St. V. Pierce, M. D. , Buffalo, N. Y. answers hosts

delicate questions
about which every man
yr woman, single or married ought to know. Sent
free on receipt of 31
stamps to pay for
wrapping and mailing.
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THE DENIA ONION

the greatest athlete have dyspepsia and hie
will soon fail. One's stamina
and strength of mind or muscle
depend upon the blood, and the blood in turn,
a
requires healthy stomach, for the stomach is the
laboratory where the food is dipested and such elements are taken up or assimilated which make
blood. In consequence all the organs of the body,
such as heart, lungs, liver and kidneys, as well as
the nervous system, feel the bad effect if the stomach is deranged.

LET

Q
Id

,..i

Medical Discovery

....

SERIOUS SICKNESS
gejn-

- Constant!? Supplied Witt

Bedford's

,)f!

Black-Draugh-

helps the stomach to diffettt food proper! y, starts the
liver into new activity, removing the poisons from the
blood, and the various organs get rich, red blood, instead of being illy nourished. The refreshing influence
of this extract of native medicinal plants has been
favorably known lor over 4U years. Everywhere
some neighbor can tell you of the good it has done

.
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Montezuma

Idgs
M

Xo. 1, A. F. & A.

All other chocolates

Regular communi
cation flnt Monday
Df
each month at
Masonic Halt at

seem

just ordinary after you once
jU
1
try ss22
hey are just
as pure and wholesome as they
are delicious. We secured the
agency for the Huyler line
knowing there is nothing finer,
ancl because we know too that
,

7: SO.
E. R. PAUL, W
CHAS. E. LINXEY. Secretary.

t.

McDufI, Va. "I suffered for several
'ue..i:a"u "
B. Whittaker. of
,
'rears." savs Mrs.
r iore money per acre, because the
his place, "with sick headache, and
before-noise
without
.,nmirh
any
great
tho'work
imuhi
'market for this onion is double
A well for water has already
Ten years aco a friend told me fo trv
price of last year; partly because else-- hand.
been
and good water

'""

Superb
Chocolates

MASCN.IC.

The rig has been purchased audi
1,1 Place
ls so" s !t can bo
moved.
The Carlsbad Oil and Gas
company, a .New Mexico organization,
-Iiunriml hv W
-U -UHruu'O ' nvirlnntlvt
wi"

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

FAMILY AVOIDS

!'"K
CHOP IIIIMMPD
OUKC
WlllllCKi'nie

By Charles A. Dinsniore.l
I.akewood, N. M., Sept. 1!. X. V.
and Walson T. Cook are the pioneer
Denia onion producers on the Lake- wood country and certainly their re- hnr ,,un
tin ii n oiiu
utii yiiijuiiltuiiil UUUUCBB
lone may attain here. Last year from
less than one acre in this Spanish
onion their returns were a little more!
acre- $1000.
that ...
They have a larger
.
.

Dr. Pierce's Golden

The hear-- 1
!upr,B a,!rt ,wt' inspectors.
was
s,lort course in bee keeping.
jury evidently was not impressed,
with the evidence against
the do-,1'endant and promptly returned a ver- 'diet of "not guilty."
lloleomb!
.Mr.
bears a good reputation and his neigh- hvr stood by him to the end.
j
A big standard oil rig will soon be J
t wnrk in thn nil fiolrt enwt nf Paris-1
"
' "
"

PAGE SEVEN

Santa Fe Chapter Xo
1, R. A. M.
Regular
second
convocation
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at

completed
which did,
piedford's
where the crop is light, but prin
will
7:30 p. m.
in charge of the md found it to be the best family mcdi
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For quick results, a
little "WANT."
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Grocery, Bakery and Market.

Try Our

AUTO DELIVERY

They are Swell,

...

EVERYTHING
THERE IS TO EAT!

11

IN SATIN AND WHITE

More Taxation Figures.
Will Test Case.
...
.iore ngures on me casui v.wut- - ,f
W. J. Andrus of Aragon, through his
or
lana ana me as-- j
attorney, is going to make a tent ease certain portions
out of the prohibition imposed by the jessed valUHtion of the same land arff
Santa Fe on Nos. 3 and 4, the limited given below:
Mora County.
trains. He so states in a letter to thi I
state corporation commission. Ac-- ;
In Mora county in 1H12 in property
cording to li is story, lie was in Chlca-;g- o there were 17 transfers involving $21.
and wanted to go lo Albuquerque.,
121 which was assessed at $:i,(lfiS or
The agent would not sell him a ticket. 17.1 percent, in 1913 there were also
He then bought a ticket to Williams, 17 transfers involving $11,131 which
Ariz., and got off at Albuquerque, was assessed at $1,527 or 13.7 per

Auto Deliverv Every Hour!

Auto Delivery Every Hour!
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MEN'S NEW FALL SUITS
In AH Colors and a Variety or
Styles and Materials.
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Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,

Extra Specials Saturday
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$57,-45-

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.
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LEGISLATOR'S CASE
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When he left the train he demanded cent.
the unused portion of his ticket, which
In lot property in 1912 there were
....... (...fiionl him
llrwi'ovwr hp llflrt the'
which
12 transfers involving $1,C30,
tickhis
for
check
Pullman conductors
was assesed at $294 or 18 per cent, in
to
a
claim
made
et, and using that he
BEGUN
1913 there were 5 transfers aggregatthe railroad for a refund for the add$2,805, which was assessed for
ing
itional distance between Albuquerque
or 25.9 per cent.
!and Williams. This was refused him. $743
with a
were 15 transfers
There
wwn
aw wfflwa
mats
AlbuSince then he has engaged an
of $7,215 which STATE WILL TRY I0SE P. LUCERO,
consideration
total
querque lirm of lawyers, and says he cctild not be located on the 1912 tax
CHARGED WITH SOLICITATION OF
is going to test the case. His conten-- '
rolls and 14 with a total considera- tion is that the railroad cannot retain tion of $2,n,S5 which could not be found
PLEAS ENTERED
BRIBERY-- NO
the full fare from Chicago to Williams on the 1913 rolls.
for a ride from Chicago to Albuquer-jque- ,
IN WATER CASE.
There were 2447 acres sold in 1912
at
for the ticket he purchased
nt an average of ?S.63 per acre, and
Chicago was bought under protest, the
was assesed at on
railroad knowing that, he was going the same property an acre. In 191
Up to the time the New Mexican
nr. average of $1.50
to
to press, no pleas had been en- Albuquerque.
went
only
2.232'
which
acres
brought!
were
there
.
i ...
Vn,l,.i, Cnlmnn flon
Fish
Apply
A total of twelve applications have
Itiictments of the grand jury charging
been sent out by the game warden's
The conclusion drawn by the rail
at. bribery in conoflice, In response to inquiries, for a road accountants is inai me bw- - 'them with attempt
Sdn
te Water Hnd
wlth
from
of
fish
the
thp.
government's ment on land should be increased
supply
franchise.
company
streams.
Light
New
Mexico
hatchery for
143.3 per cent and on lots 2S.6 per cent
it was live minutes past 3 when
These fish will come from the govern- - n equal full
valuation.
and
Judge Abbott opened court to hear the
ment fish hatchery at Leadville,
Otero County.
verdict in the case of the State vs.
application for them must be made
In Otero county in acreage property
with
through the congressman. Although in 1912 there were 23 transfers aggre- Manuel lloybal y Lopez, charged
the stealing of neat cattle a calf. The
the time has about arrived when the
which was assessed at
fish car starts on its rounds, nothing gating $17,550,
jury brought in a verdict of guilty.
'has been heard from It yet although It $7,6(13 or 16.1 per cent. In 1913of there Judge Abbott allowed the bond of $500
were 26. with a consideration
to stand "until further order of the
is expected within the next few weeks.
which was assessed at $9,748 or court."
Still After Elk Herd.
1G.9 per cent.
Legislators Case.
The state game warden's office yes-- '
In lot property In 1912 there were
matter
Con-- ;
This
disposed of, Judge Abto
letter
wrote
another
terday
23
$25,350 which bott called up the cases of the State
gressman Fergusson reminding him of wastransfers involving
assessed at $7,317 or 28.8 per vs. the four legislators charged with
a. letter written in April, applying for
In 1913 there were 39 transfers solicitation of bribery. There are four
50 elk from the herd of thousands cent.
which annually almost starve to death involving $28,100 which was assessed cases, and District Attorney Read an
nounced that he would try the case
around Jackson's Hole, Wyoming. The at $3,438 or 19.4 per cent.
19 transfers involving against Jose P. Lucero. Attorney E.
were
There
state
had
game
government
promised
could not be found on P Davies representing the legislators,
departments small herds of these elk $14,410 which
Everything In Hardware.
in transportation were paid to get the 1912 roll, but all transfers were then arose to offer a demurrer and
was reading it as the New Mexican
them to their new home. For the New assessed in 1913.
W. H. WICKHAM
LUDWIQ WM. ILFELD.
The average price of 2.342 acres sold went to press.
Mexico herd, freight would only have
Many People Arrive.
to be paid from Wyoming until the i,- 1912 was $20.30, and the average as- At 2 o'clock this afternoon the cor- Santa Fe lines are reacheo after which sessment on the same land was $3.27
court house were
they would be carried free. The ship-- per acre. In 1913 there were 2,792 ridors of the county
ment is expected before the worst of which brought an average per acre of filled with people, some interested in
the winter sets in, because the gov- - $20.58 which was assessed at $3.40. the water case and others desirous to
hear the opening of the case of the
etnment annually spends thousands of The 1913 assessment should be
solicikeeping these animals from icerased 97.8 on lands and 71.8 on lots state vs. legislators accused of
tation of bribery.
assessment.
starving to death I after the snow gets 10 equai
All of the three men indicted by the
on the ground.
Record Attendance at Normal.
MODERN AND
jury in the water franchise
stugiand
Two hundred and sixty nine
W.
Bankruptcy Proceedings.
dents are now enrolled at the New case Nathan Salmon.'George
ALWAYS
and Frank Owen gave bond in
Proceedings to declare Eustis K. Mexico Normal University, at Las Veh 1ST
was
Van Horn, of Sunshine
creamery gas, which, it is said on good authority, the sum of a thousand dollars. It
a plea
LARGE LOBBY
fame, a bankrupt, were entered in the now has the largest enrollment of any thought that they would enter
United States district court by Carl institution supported by the state. At shortly after 2 o'clock but the court
AND VERANDAS
Mr.
Moss, of Mann; J. P. Nash, of Floyd, this date last, year the Normal had 235 did not reconvene at that hour.
about 2: 30 with Judge
arrived
M. Bartram, of Taft, N. M. students.
Salmon
W.
land
34
has
students
It
gained
$3&HHii - COMFORTABLE PORCH
Mr. Van Horn's debts are listed at over the attendance during the first Wright, one of his attorneys.
SWINGS and ROCKERS
Mr. Salmon declined to discuss the
$:',5(K).
His creditors are numerous but month last year, and it is confident'y
on the list. expected the, school will break all indictment.
not
do
Si.nta
Feans
figure
Service and Cuisine
court
j Mr. Van
Horn formerly, resided at records before the present school year
Elfego Baca arrived at the
the Best in the City
Mr. Salmon and
after
Is
house
Fe.
Santa
shortly
completed.
qSttCa'
Ample fiiutlltles forlarge
and small banquet.
was greeted by friends. He stated
that he had been in El Paso when he
SULZER LOSES IN FIRST BATTLE. was summoned as a witness in the
Colonel
p ntrpinst the legislators.
CITIZEN
(Continued from page one).
D. Sena and Col. Venceslao Armijo
J.
AMERICAN PLAN
SPECIAL RATES
aiso arrived and chatted with friends
result on each charge shall be an
Room. With Bath, $3.00 Lp.
ai thev awaited the opening of court.
BY
WEEK
THE
on
the
entered
INDICTED
nounced, and shall be
Room Without Bath. $2.25 Up.
It was reported that Attorney E. P.
of
records of the court. If
had been Belected as the
Davies
in
concur
the members present shall
for the legislators in the
the finding guilty, upon any one or
of bribery cases. It was
sr.licitntion
GRAND JURY RETURNS TRUE BILL AGAINST more of
said articles, the president of
p
four
d. ttnU only one o
Iso
OWEN
FRANK
OTHER INDICTMENTS the court shall in the same manner
UW uieu
WOUIU
uwd
l
Cases
and the members of the court
put,
CASE CONTINUED AS WIT-- i shall in the same mnnner answer sep- court.
arately the further questions:
NESSES ARE ABSENT
" 'Shall William Sulzer be removed
from his oflice of governor of this ESTRANGED
Before adjourning yesterday even- - state, for the cause stated in the
the grand jury returned an indict- - tide (or articles) of the charges pre- BLOWS UP HOME
mm on wnicn you iounu
FOOD.
STOCK
INTERNATIONAL
ment
Sad Atrsnti
-For
against Frank Owen, charging ferrea against,
"o
him with attempt at bribery in con- - 5 :n?
.
,
y
AH kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and "
ALFaLFa SEED.
"
nection with the Santa Fe Water and . . .
r,mc. r,r hnnnr trust TYING DYNAMITE TO HIS BODY HE CREPT
Light company's franchise.
or profit under this state?'
CHILDREN.
THREE
INTO BED WITH
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
of the
And the final judgment
The grand jury returned an indictONE
DAUGHTER,
KILLS
EXPLOSION
HIM,
ment against James Anderson, charg- court shall be certified by the presiof the court and the c'.erK of the
AND INJURES TWO CHILDREN AND HIS
ed with selling liquor to a convict. An- dent
Phone B,ack derson was arraigned and entered a court."
Phone Black
WIFE
Recognizes Glynn.
45
plea of not guilty. Attorney E. P.
Albany, N. Y., Sept. 19. (lovernor
Ijfrvies represented him.
Sulzer, today, for the first time forBloomington, Ind., Sept. 19. Carereturned alsoimally recognized the right of Lieu fully selecting the places where lie beIndictments were
to
tne
tenant Governor Glynn
exercise
be
lieved the most damage would
against John Carr, Charles Devluney,
prerogatives of the chief executive of done, Mack Hurst, 50, a stone mason,
'
Val Nakivell and Ed Neudauer, charg-je- the state
of
pending the determination
blew up his home here
with burglary. They were mem-- ! the impeachment charges. On the ad- early today
with dynamite, killing himself and his
exhers of the circus and are alleged to vice of counsel a request for the
17 year old daughter Maude, and In- tmn fW
.nd atim.
have broken Into Krlck's bottling irauiuon ui a prisuuei, letKneu u.v
the impeached executive was turned
his wife.
ning 1,
works and removed several barrels of over to Acting Governor Glynn.
The injured: Dannie Hurst, 13, one
bottled beer and mineral water, in
The convening of the court this
Elizaa afternoon was with great ceremony. leg broken and body lacerated;
loud, firm tones all four entered
beth Hurst 6, severely cut and bruissenate
formed
in
of
members
the
The
"not
of
guilty."
plea
ed; Mrs. llena Hurst, 49, stunned by
"Have you a lawyer?" asked Judge leng double lines In the outer lobby.
and explosion.
Then the senate sergeant-at-arm- s
Abbott.
Hurst had been separated from his
"No, and we have no money either," the crier or tne court or appeals, ap-- wife for gix weekg an(J ye8terday Bue
had
"We
money
me
pearea, escorting
(replied Devinney.
juuges oi uie refused to take nim baek. u is be
coming to us from the circus but the court. As judges passed through the lieved that he then insanely deter- is
the
so
money."
and
is
circus
lines of senators, the crier announced mined to kill himself, his wife and
gone
the approach of the "high court of im- eight children.
(Laughter.)
"Well, perhaps you can get a lawyer peachment."
That the mother and daughter had
to look after your case and also what
Attorney John B. Stanchfteld, repre- changed beds for the night cost the
the
said
judge.
money is due you,"
senting the board of managers, open- daughter her life. Hurst, after putting
Several other indictments were re-- ! ed the proceedings by making answer a stick of dynamite under each of the
not
are
Indicted
turned, but as those
briefly to the allegations of the gov- three beds in the house, tied two
here, the names will not be announced. ernor that the impeachment proceed- sticks to his own body and crawled
Thanks the Jurors.
ings were irregular.
into the bed he supposed was. his
! ! !
Judge Abbott thanked the grand
Subsequently Attorney Marshall be- wife's, hut in which the three daughtof
term
jurors for their work at this
gan a lengthy argument in support of ers, Maude, Fannie and Elizabeth were
How can I heat and cook faster, better, cheaper?
court. He then dismissed them,
the contention of Governor SuVer's Bleeping. Fannie spoke to her father.
Let
demonstrate to you their Cook Stoves,
Case Continued.
counsel that the assembly was not conSouth Bend Malleable Ranges and Oak Heaters; they are not bet"Lay still," Hurst replied. "We will
on
The murder case the only one
convened when the im- all die together."
stitutionally
ter than the best, but better than the rest. They have a gerat vathe docket which was scheduled for peachment articles were adopted, and
The two girls were sent to a hospiriety of models at almost any price.
today has been continued. It Is the that therefore, the impeachment was tal. Four sticks of dynamite
Don't think that old range Is "good enough for you." The differvs. Juan Jose Lujan. invalid.
State
the
of
case
were found in the ruins and
ence in fuel alone in six months will pay for a new one.
On application of the attorneys who
Mr. Marshall was In the midst of the fact that only one, and that one atBesides, remember there is a great difference between "the mail
witnesses were out of the his
that
stated
order guarantee covering defective material and workmanship" and
argument when Judge Cullen inter- tached to Hurst's body, had exploded,
state and could not be brought here,
their "guarantee of perfect satisfaction."
rupted and announced that he would accounted for the escape of the other
Always dependable.
the judge continued the case to the be heard further on Monday at 2 p.
members of the family.
next term.
All
the court is to
Calf Case is Up.
case" which witnesses under subpoena were order NEW COMMANDER OF
The famous "calf
to be In readiness to testify.
G. A. R. IS ELECTED.
comes up for the third time went to ed
The court then adjourned.
Chattanooga, Tenn., SepL 19 Washthe jury about noon today. It is the
ington Gardner of Albion, Mich., .was
state vs. Manuel Roybal y Lopez,
elected commander in chief of
waste
to
not
today
will
your
of
neat
you
cattle."
It
pay
with
"larceny
charged
Alexander Reed, the district attorney time writing out your legal forms the Grand Army of the Republic in the
47th annual session. The election was
appeared for the state and Attorney when you can get thira already print made unanimous
by the withdrawal
Renehan and Wright for the defend-- ed at the New Mexican Printing ofother candidates.
,
Company.
ant.
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of other bargains
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store
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for Men Women and
DRESS
GOODS, SHOES,&c.
SILKS,
Children,
25 CTS. WILL BUY ONE DOLLARS WORTH.
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HOTEL DE VARGAS

PRODUCERS
EGG
cwt.
Green Cut Bone and
$3.50

PROMINENT

Oyster Shells
Meat Scraps, f.
Ground Charcoal,

1

s

AND

RETAIL

...
.

.

.

Poultry and Stock FoodComposed
of Corn, Bran, Oats and Alfalfa,

a

WHOLESALE

Meat,

GORMLEY'S

j

per
44

$2.50
$ .05
$ .03

) Q

1

QC

lb.

4

44

4
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44
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GENERAL STORE

HUSBAND

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

...

LEO HERSCH
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THAT IF YOU VANT
To 5TUDY VALVES
COMES To US. WE
HAVE LEARNED To

.

tfETVHATYoVWANT
AND

MAKEThZ PRICE

Rk3HT0"WE CAN

1

KEEP YoURTRADE.

j

That Burning Question

!

WELL: IT'S SCHOOL TIME AGAIN. A SMART MAN IS ALWAYS
LEARNING; IT IS NEVER TOO LATE TO LEARN. WE ARE ALWAYS.
BUSIHARDWARE
WILLING TO LEARN ANYTHING NEW ABOUT
COMES
LINE
NESS. WHEN ANYTHING NEW IN THE HARDWARE
HAVE
OUT, WE KNOW IT AND GET IT FOR OUR CUSTOMERS. WE
STUDIED OUR BUSINESS AND WE ARE STILL STUDYING OUR PATRONS' REQUIREMENTS, AND TRYING TO SUPPLY THEM WITH
HONEST HARDWARE AT HONEST PRICES.

Beacham-Mignard-

unex-plode-

PHONE 14.

COMPANY.

HARDWARE

WOOD-DAVI- S

"IF IT'S HARDWARE

IT."

WE HAVE

PHONE

14.

'

The Reliable Hardware Store.
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FLOWERS
The Clarendon Garden,
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